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The EMOST® process
transmitting the natural based extrem-low intensity analogue signals back in natural range

Transmitting back totality of signals (may versions of potentials)

Detection of natural bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals

Used bands of detected signals (may periods of potentials)
1. 1-10 signal/sec
2. 10-100 signal/sec
3. 100-1000 signal/sec
4. 1000-10000 signal/sec
5. 10000-100000 signal/sec
6. 100000-1000000 signal/sec

Indicatio:
combinations of signal-bands, variations of amplification and extension of variations

1. Band-pass
2. Amplification
   -20 dB, 60 dB
3. Expansion, and extension of variations
   Fourier transform
   -14 dB to 5 MHz
   0.1 sec. – 102 sec

www.biolabor-med.com
**Probably:**

**Frontal lobe:** also involved in emotion, and in the ability make plans, think creative, and combinations of synapses (from/to memories, experiences etc.)

**Amygdala:** evaluates sensory information, determining it’s importance, aggression, anxiety...

**Thalamus:** relay center, directs sensory messages (signaling testosterone immun function, apoptosis etc.)

**Hypothalamus:** responsible for regulating basic biological needs: temperature, thirst, hunger etc.

**EMOST™** recognising and separating it’s functional bioelectric signals in it’s natural range: (from 1 Hz, potentials µV)

**EMOST™** makes slightly variations of amplification (from 1 Hz, potentials µV, from -20 dB to 60 dB) via analogue (non-linear, non-digitalized) mode, and makes expansion, slightly extension of functional signal variations via Fourier lines (-14 dB, 5 MHz)

**EMOST™ - the EM Own Signal therapy™** - then the variations and the original functional signal are returned through another free nerve ending zone, and helps for the neurovegetative system in signal transmission, signal recognising and electro-chemical balancing.

**EMOST™ - the EM Own Signal therapy™** - the retransmitted own information helps re-coordinating of functional signal, and the retransmitted own functional signal energy has enough redundancy to overcome the dead point and to regain balance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison to the best of our knowledge</th>
<th>EMOCT™</th>
<th>Tens stimuli</th>
<th>Acupuncture</th>
<th>Electr-acupuncture</th>
<th>Homeopathy</th>
<th>Medicinal product</th>
<th>Psychiatry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>self-medication</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-regulating process</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural healing</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>works via neurovegetative system</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>works in non-defense reactions</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-invasive</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use in course enough</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect self-memorising</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural based</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use own biological signals</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without contraindications</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extrem-low risks</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interactivity in median effective dose</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holds natural balance</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>well-indicated</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activate the self-checking system</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balance the electro-chemical processes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balance the cellular metabolism</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balance the cellular electro-chemical flows</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balance parasympathic and sympathetic's</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps for the neurovegetative system</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps in signal transmission</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps in signal recognising</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps via neurotransmitters</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps in flow of potential-action-potential</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps in neuroendocrine balance</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps in neuro-immunological flows</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps in psycho-somatic based problems</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps in somato-psychic based problems</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easy-to-use</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tárgy</td>
<td>EMOST™</td>
<td>Tens stimulátor</td>
<td>Akkupunktúra</td>
<td>El akkupunktúra</td>
<td>Homeopácia</td>
<td>Gyógyszer készítmények</td>
<td>Pszichiátria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyszerű használat</td>
<td>igen</td>
<td>talán</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Öngyógyító mechanizmus</td>
<td>igen</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onszabályzás mechanizmus</td>
<td>igen</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Természeti gyógylási eredményez</td>
<td>igen</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idegrendszeren keresztüli működés</td>
<td>igen</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nem védekező mechanizmusra épít</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belatulás mentes</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kúraszerű (nem-folyamatos) ellátás</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-emlékeztető kiratás</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Természeti forrású eljárás</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saját biológiai jel használat</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kontraindikáció nélküli</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrém-alacsony kockázatú</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkalmaizkodó ócízsú (alul- vagy túladagolás helyett)</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Természetes egyszerűt megtart</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jól irányítható (indítható)</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompt aktiválja az önelsőző rendszert</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyensúlyozza az elektrokémiai folyamatokat</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyensúlyozza a sejtszinti anyagcserét</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyensúlyozza a sejtszinti elektrokémiai folyamatokat</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyensúlyozza a paraszimpatikus és szimpatikus rendszert</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segít a neurovegetatív rendszert</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segít a szellemért</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segít a jólmebbést</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Támogatás a neurotransmitterek keresztül folyik</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segít a potenciális potenciál folyamatokat</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segít a neuroendokrin egyszerűt</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segít a neuro-immun folyamatokat</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segítség pszicho-szomatikus alapú betegségben</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segítség szomato-psichózis alapú betegségben</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Previously, we reported about the effectiveness of the EMOST (Electro-Magnetic-Own-Signal-Treatment) treatments in reduction of phantom limb pain as well as improvement of the quality of sleep and mood in subjects under clinical circumstances. We also presented the successful application of EMOST for mental stress management of humans under catastrophic conditions. Our some years experience indicated that the efficiency of EMOST is much greater in children than in adult subjects. In addition, in children much less treatment is needed for recovery compared to adult subjects, as well as the duration of the treatment is shorter. It is possible that this particular success is due to the large plasticity of the central and the autonomic nervous system in young patients. Thus, our research pays special attention regarding the EMOST effectiveness in the field of chronic childhood diseases. Here we report about results of routine alternative treatments carried out at Biolabor Biophysics and Laboratory Services Ltd by EMOST device regarding to the elimination of chronic constipation and persistent diarrhoea in the case of two children. We also briefly present two important possible biological mechanisms such as redox processes and the bidirectional communication between skin cells and the nervous system regarding the efficiency of low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields (LFI-EMF) treatments.

Keywords: Chronic diarrhoea, Chronic constipation, Low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields (LFI-EMFs)

Introduction

Living cells produce a particularly weak non-linear electromagnetic activity in a wide spectrum of frequencies - from Hz to THz (Fraser and Frey, 1968; Isojima et al., 1995; Cohen and Popp, 1997; Kobayashi et al., 1999; Pokorný et al., 2001; Lipkova and Cechak, 2005; Cifra et al., 2011; Albrecht-Buehler, 2005; Wang, Bókkon et al., 2011) that is due to the various cellular mechanisms associated with biochemical/bioelectric processes.

Although modern pharmacology has made considerable progress in the treatments of diverse diseases, we should also recognize that in many cases pharmacology treatments can be ineffective. In these cases, the application of biophysical low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields (LFI-EMFs) could offer new opportunities, because during various diseases, cells not only display altered biochemical processes but also generate altered non-linear bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic complex patterns.
To date, most investigations about electromagnetic exposition focus for the harmful effects that are due to the increased environmental artificial electromagnetic pollutions (especially microwaves and radiofrequencies, among others) (Viel et al., 2009; Abdus-salam et al., 2008; Hardell and Sage, 2008). However, several increasing evidences revealed that non-ionizing LFI-EMFs influence cell functions and can facilitate or initiating various healing processes, such as the delay of fractures, induction of analgesia, acceleration of wound re-epithelialization, inhibition of inflammatory processes, reduction of fatigue, improvement of multiple sclerosis and chronic pulmonary disease, among others (Orgel et al., 1984; Sandyk, 1996; Selvam, et al., 2007; Satter Syed et al., 1999; Lappin et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2005; Alfieri et al. 2006; Zhang et al.. 2007; Markov. 2007a; Tsang et al.. 2009; Mach and Persinger, 2009; Mancuso et al., 2007; Patruno et al., 2010).

We should make difference between the harmful effects of environmental electromagnetic pollutions from the possible application LFI-EMFs for therapies. The former is an uncontrolled harmful process but later is controlled procedure with specific electromagnetic frequencies, durations and wave forms.

In addition, the role of exposure time during LFI-EMF therapies is extremely critical (Di Carlo et al., 2002; Regoli et al., 2005). LFI-EMF radiations with a short-term exposition (about less than 45 min) can facilitate the immune system and cellular processes, but a long-term or continuous exposure to LFI-EMFs results in a decline in cytoprotection (Regoli et al. 2005; Di Carlo et al. 2002). Long-term electromagnetic exposition can shift the redox and calcium balance, which could cause additional cellular malfunctions. For example, NMDA receptors can be redox modulated by hydroxyl radicals (Aizenman, 1995; Bókkon and Antal, 2011), but long-term or continuous exposure to LFI-EMFs provoke aberrant NMDA receptor activities (Manikonda et al., 2007).
Here we report about the elimination of chronic constipation and persistent diarrhoea by LFI-EMF treatments by EMOST medical device (Figure 1) in the case of two children. We also briefly propose two important possible mechanisms such as redox processes and the bidirectional communication between skin cells and the nervous system regarding the efficiency of LFI-EMF treatments.

**Chronic diarrhoea**

Chronic diarrhoea (duration > 14 days or longer) is very complex symptom that is due to a wide range of aetiologies. Usually, there is more than one mechanism can be occurring simultaneously. Acute diarrhoea disorders usually due to the: I. Infections (bacterial as Salmonella, Shigella, Clostridium, and Yersinia or viral as Rotavirus, Adenovirus, Cytomegalovirus, and Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)); II. Drugs (like antibiotics) or poisons; III. Immediate hypersensitivity reactions (Thapar and Sanderson, 2004).

Chronic diarrhoea can be produced by: I. Parasite infections (Giardia, Entamoeba, Cryptosoridia, etc.); II. Congenital disorders of digestion or absorption (cystic fibrosis, autoimmune disorders, enzyme defects, food allergies, among others). Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is one of the most common causes of chronic diarrhoea. Diabetes can also induce chronic diarrhoea when the nerves that supply the digestive tract are injured (Thapar and Sanderson, 2004).

Chronic diarrhea can make severe complications such as malnutrition, dehydration or weight loss. In addition, persistent diarrhoea is related to undernutrition, growth faltering, micronutrient deficiency, impeded neurodevelopment, increased morbidity and mortality in childhood, among others (Moore et al., 2010; Black et al., 2008; McAuliffe et al., 1986). The goal of chronic diarrhoea management is to eliminate the underlying cause. For example, diarrhea produced by infections can be treated with antibiotics (Schorling et al., 1991).
other cases, management is simple eliminating a food (like in the case of lactose intolerance) or drug. However, in several cases, the cause of chronic diarrhoea is unknown.

**Chronic Constipation**

Constipation is a frequent gastrointestinal disorder in the pediatric (Borowitz et al., 2003; Youssef and Di Lorenzo, 2001) as well as in adult population (Drossman et al., 1993; Higgins and Johanson, 2004) that affects mostly women. Mild constipation can be defined as fewer than three stools per week and severe constipation as less than one stool per week. Constipation usually is caused by the slow movement of stool through the colon. In most cases chronic constipation has not any dietary or structural causes that can be revealed. Chronic constipation negatively affects the quality of life and produce high costs (Spinzi et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2006). Constipation requires an urgent assessment if it is accompanied by symptoms such as rectal bleeding, abdominal pain and cramps, nausea and vomiting, and involuntary loss of weight. Causes of functional constipation include, for example, dehydration, inflammatory bowel disease, psychosocial stress, parental disharmony, etc.

Regarding to nonpharmacologic strategies there is not any evidence, for example, that increased exercise and fluid intake could provide relief the symptoms of chronic constipation (Müller-Lissner et al., 2005). Nonpharmacologic biofeedback retraining of the pelvic floor for treatment of defecation provided effectiveness (Koh et al., 2008) but additional studies are needed in the future. Other managements of constipation can include dietary fiber, non-stimulant laxatives (osmotic laxatives such as saline laxatives, nonabsorbed sugars or polyethylene glycol that can increase intestinal water secretion) or stimulant laxatives (diphenylmethane or anthraquinone derivates), enemas, surgery, among others (Coremans, 2008). Stimulant laxatives should not be used more than a few days because they can permanently damage the colon and worsen constipation.
EMOST method and natural-based electromagnetic signal forms

EMOST medical device (Figure 1) can detect non-linear bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals from subjects’ skin by special input/output electrodes. The collected signals are processed by computer of EMOST device. The subjects are treated by processed signals originated from device (frequency range between 1 Hz - 1 MHz; intensity range between 0.1-10 micro Tesla). A particular feature of EMOST method - compared to most of electromagnetic equipments - is that the subjects’ own bioelectromagnetic signals that are detected from skin can be processed in analogue mode (non-digitalized). Then, analogue signals are radiated back using a flat electrode radiator through various band/signal combinations, with some amplification (-20dB- +60dB), to the skin’s surface on the opposite side and extended by the higher range sounds of the signal. The special analogous process makes it possible that the biophysical information content of detected and back-transmitted electromagnetic signal is much larger than in digitized methods (Figure 1).

Stimuli by artificial electric and electromagnetic signal forms do not contain natural information originated from our body (Figure 2). In contrast, detected own signals include information, for example, from the nervous system, muscle activity or from any element of coordination. The electroencephalogram (EEG) or the electrocardiogram (ECG) of cardiac function include information-rich, nonlinear and natural signals, so, these are typically own

Fig. 1. EMOST Redox 1.1. Medical Device (Certificate: HU11/6192) controlled by a personal computer.
signals, which are originated from the subject, and they are not only continuous variable, but also are individual. It is reasonable to propose that the special efficiency of EMOST is due to the application of information-rich, nonlinear and natural-based signals from our body.

Fig. 2. Illustration about information-rich, natural (nonlinear) electroencephalogram signal, and artificial sinus and square signal forms.

Regarding to EMOST method, recently, we reported about the effectiveness of the EMOST treatments in reduction of phantom limb pain as well as improvement of the quality of sleep and mood in patients under clinical circumstances ( Bölkon et al., 2010, 2011a, 2011b). We also presented the successful application of EMOST for stress management of humans under catastrophic conditions ( Bölkon et al., 2012). Some preliminary experiments on twelve members of our BioLabor Ltd. regarding the effectiveness of single EMOST treatment on some serum parameters were also shown ( Bölkon et al., 2012).

Our some years experience with EMOST revealed that in children much less management was needed for recovery compared to adult subjects, as well as the duration of the treatments were shorter (about with an average of 25 minutes compared to adult subjects with an average of 45 minutes). It is probable that this special effectiveness of EMOST treatments is due to the large plasticity of the central and the autonomic nervous system in young patients. Thus, our research pays special attention to study EMOST effectiveness in the field of (chronic) childhood diseases.
Possible mechanisms for spreading low frequency and low intensity electromagnetic signals in the body

Numerous hypotheses have been suggested to elucidate the influence of LFI-EMFs in living systems. For example, Eddy electric currents, resonance models, biomagnetites, the interference of quantum states of bound ions and electrons, coherent quantum excitations, stochastic and parametric resonance, and magnetosensitive free-radical processes, among others (Binhi, 1999; Bókkon and Salari, 2010). Despite these notions, the major effect of LFI-EMFs on cell functions remains unclear. It is reasonable to propose that more mechanisms act simultaneously on cellular systems under LFI-EMF expositions. However, here we emphasize and briefly present two important possible biological mechanisms such as redox processes and the bidirectional communication between skin cells and the nervous system regarding the efficiency of LFI-EMF treatments.

Redox regulation and LFI-EMF signals

Latest experiments have provided evidence that free radicals and their derivatives (redox regulation) act as essential signals (secondary messengers) during physiological (and pathophysiological) processes in intra- and intercellular signaling processes (Hidalgo et al., 2000; Hancock et al., 2001; Dröge, 2002; Turpaev, 2002; Fang et al., 2004; Ushio-Fukai and Alexander, 2004; Zhang and Gutterman, 2007; Kamsler and Segal, 2007; Valko et al., 2007; Kishida and Klann, 2007; Bókkon and Antal, 2011). Because several effects of LFI-EMFs can be explained by redox regulation and membrane processes, LFI-EMFs may have an important effect on redox mechanisms. According to the latest results of Morabito et al. (2010), LFI-EMFs modify the cellular redox state. Thus, it is possible that one of the important effects of the LFI-EMFs is to influence redox processes in cells and tissues via the circulating blood. In addition, according to Simkó (2007), the cell type-specific redox status is responsible for the effects of diverse electromagnetic expositions. It seems that some possible effects of diverse...
electromagnetic fields are dependent on the cell type and the temporary spatiotemporal redox (and free radicals) patterns of cells. LFI-EMFs exposition could strengthen the cellular redox communication between cells and can influence the redox balance of the entire body via the circulating blood.

The skin as a neuroimmunoendocrine organ and LFI-EMF signals

The innervated skin is an extreme complex system and the largest organ of the body with numerous very important functions that is associated with the peripheral sensory nervous system (PNS), the autonomous nervous system (ANS), as well as the central nervous system (CNS) (Roosterman et al., 2006). The skin is not just a simple barrier protecting the body from dangers from the external environment. The skin bears densest and most complex innervation of all mammalian organs. There is growing evidence that the cutaneous peripheral nervous system has essential roles in skin homeostasis as well as in diseases. Cutaneous nerves can react to stimuli from the circulation and to emotions. Moreover, the central nervous system is directly (through efferent nerves or CNS-derived mediators) or indirectly (through the adrenal glands or immune cells) linked to skin functions (Figure 4) (Roosterman et al., 2006).

There is evidence that (Kreibig, 2010) autonomic nervous system serves as a major component in the emotion response. Recent studies support the notion that basic emotions have emotion-specific ANS activity/signature (Kreibig, 2010; Stephens et al., 2010). In Collet et al. (1997) experiments, basic emotion (happiness, surprise, anger, fear, sadness and disgust) induced specificity autonomic patterns in the skin regarding recorded parameters such as skin conductance, skin potential, skin resistance, skin blood flow, skin temperature and instantaneous respiratory frequency. It suggests that skin, as our largest organ, can represent stress related conscious and unconscious emotions directly by efferent nerves and mediators.
from CNS or indirectly by the adrenal glands or immune cells. The represented stress related conscious and unconscious emotions can affect on biochemical, bioelectrical and bioelectromagnetic patterns.

There is bidirectional communication between skin cells and the nervous system that has essential roles in homeostatic regulation during physiological and pathophysiological states (Roosterman et al., 2006). Under LFI-EMF expositions, first the skin meets electromagnetic fields that can exert a complex effect on skin mechanisms. These complex effects can spread by different mechanisms by modulation of specific neuropeptides released from cutaneous nerves that act on target cells by paracrine or endocrine pathway. It is now well appreciated that complex interactions exist linking sensory and autonomic nerves to the immune and endocrine systems. Moreover, the skin itself generates neuromediators and neurotrophic factors that target nerve fibers, thereby modulating inflammation, immune responses during host defense, pain, and pruritus. Recently, Arck et al. (2010) proposed a unifying model about the gut-brain-skin communication axis.

Acupuncture therapy has been applied to various psychiatric diseases and chronic pain since acupuncture stimulation could affect brain activity (Hori et al., 2010). Recently, Yu H et al., (2009) reported that magnetic stimulation on HeGu acupoint can modulate ongoing EEG and affect specific brain regions compared with the mock point. Chen et al. (2006) revealed by 3D (124-ch) EEG power spectrum mapping and source imaging that HeGu acupuncture stimulation modulates limbic cingulum by frequency modulation manner. Acupuncture studies indicate that induced signals from skin could affect brain activity.

According to Vianale (2008) experiments, ELF-EMF can modulate chemokine production and keratinocyte growth by inhibition of the NF-kappaB signalling pathway and thus may inhibit inflammatory processes. In addition, Patruno et al. (2010) reported that ELF-EMF modulate expression of inducible nitric oxide synthase, endothelial nitric oxide synthase
as well as cyclooxygenase-2 in the human keratinocyte cells. Recent experiments support that pulsed electromagnetic or low energy and frequency magnetic fields influence the autonomic nervous system (Grote et al., 2007; Kraiukhina et al., 2010).

Nordlind et al. (2008) in their recent paper, titled, *The skin as a mirror of the soul: exploring the possible roles of serotonin*, state that, “.. alterations in the levels of 5-HT in extracellular fluids can alter the maturation, metabolism, migration and mitosis of its target cells, including those in both the brain and the skin. Serotonin (5-HT) is a significant bidirectional mediator between the neuroendocrine system and the skin. Recently, Irmak (2010) proposed that excitable Merkel cells in the skin (Merkel cells’ function is still unclear), which are in close contact with sensory nerve endings, may take part in mammalian magnetoreception. The movement of melanosome with the changing electromagnetic field may open ion channels producing a receptor potential that can be transmitted to brain by sensory neurons.

All together, the above mentioned support that the LFI-EMF exposition can modulate biochemical, bioelectrical, and bioelectromagnetic processes in the skin and the modulated skin signals can affect the neuroendocrine system and modulate brain activity via ANS. Thus, the skin system may guarantee the spreading of low frequency and low intensity electromagnetic signals in the whole body in which LFI-EMF modulated cellular redox communication can also take significant roles.
Case reports

In the next sections we report about results of routine alternative treatments carried out at Biolabor Biophysics and Laboratory Services Ltd by EMOST device. EMOST alternative routine treatments comply with the Declaration of Helsinki. Children's parents were informed about the EMOST method and they contribute to the treatments that were confirmed by their signatures. Parents also confirmed with their signatures that they contribute to report about results in scientific journal.

Case report 1

On April 2011 a 4-year-old girl was suffering from chronic constipation of unknown etiology had proved unresponsive to conventional treatments. According to her mother report, the girl had history of chronic constipation of 1 year. The girl was also hospitalized by history
of constipation treated with enemas and laxatives and provided with food recommendations. The girl has not any learning or mental disabilities and physical examination revealed a good general condition.

**Family anamnesis:** The mother is raising her child alone under difficult financial and life circumstances since the child was born.

**EMOST treatments:** The collected bioelectromagnetic input signals of 4-year-old girl were processed by preprogrammed EMOST device. She was treated by output preprogrammed electromagnetic signals of EMOST device via a flat electrode for 6 sessions. Each session was approximately 30 min, between all treatments with a weak pause. During and after the girl had completed the six treatments, she did not receive any additional treatments related to the elimination of persistent constipation.

**Results:** After the girl had completed the six treatments she and her mother reported the elimination of chronic constipation. We should mention that, on February 2012, about one year after EMOST treatments, we have established contact with girl. However, there was no any further constipation during this year, and girl reported a better general healthy state.

**Case report 2**

On March 2012, a foster mother reported about persistent diarrhoea for the over one year in her 7-year-old girl. This twin girl in question has somatic and cognitive lag compared with children of similar age. Her weight and height were significantly lag compared with her twin girl. The twin girl in question had severe physical and mental load, before she was placed with her foster mother. The girl is wearing glasses. She has no known allergies or medications. Since this girl was placed with her foster mother (about on January 2011), girl has always stinking, mucoid, undigested and watery stools 1-2 times per day with abdominal complaints. The application of various probiotics and lactose-free diet were ineffective
regarding the persistent diarrhoea. Coeliac test and abdominal ultrasound examination were also negative. Her laboratory workup was acceptable.

**Perinatal anamnesis:** Neglected geminate gravidity on 28th week with placenta abruption. Birth weight was 800 gram. The neonate girl was breathed for a week. In the 5th day she was suffered cerebral haemorrhage. In 1 month age she has necrotizing enterocolitis with ileum perforation. The perforated ileum segment was resected. She had received seven transfusions.

In 7th month of age the ileostoma was closed. She was hospitalized for 7 months old. Due to the cholelithiasis she was treated by Ursofalk (ursodeoxycholic acid) to dissolve gallstones. In 2006, girl was examined via regular gastroenterology procedure because of the slow somatic progress, but there was not any chronic aberration.

**Family anamnesis:** The mother has totally neglected her twin daughters. What is known about the twin girl in question originated from the hospital reports. The twin girl in question had severe physical and mental load, before she was placed with a foster mother.

**EMOST treatments:** The collected bioelectromagnetic input signals of 7-year-old girl were processed by preprogrammed EMOST device. The patient was treated by output preprogrammed electromagnetic signals of device via a flat electrode for 14 sessions. Each session was approximately 30 min, between all treatments with a weak pause. During the girl had completed the 14 treatments, she did not receive any additional treatments related to the elimination of chronic diarrhoea.

**Results:** On June 2012, after 14 treatments, the foster mother reported that her girl has almost always normal stool and the incidence of slightly loose feaces is extreme rare (without mucoid stool). Girl has about one normal bowel movement per day, increased its power, and reported amount moderate abdominal discomfort. In addition, girl’s appetite has been
increased. We continue the EMOST treatment of this twin girl in question for improving her somatic and cognitive lag. We hope we can report its results in the close future.

**Discussion and conclusions**

The elimination of persistent intestinal catarrh and chronic constipation by LFI-EMFs by EMOST method in the described cases of two children well demonstrated the opportunity of the application of biophysical low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields. These young girls, for about one year, were suffering from persistent diarrhoea or chronic constipation (with unknown etiology) but the biophysical treatment could put and end to their sufferings. The 4-year-old girl was suffered essentially psychological load. But the 7-year-old twin girl had both severe physical and mental load, before she was placed with a foster mother. Later, 7-year-old twin girl needed much more treatment for elimination of her intestinal disease compared to former. It is promising that durability of the achieved results in the case of girl with chronic constipation, because about one year after EMOST treatments there was not any further constipation during this year, and girl reported a better general healthy state. We should emphasize that not only these two children with gastrointestinal disorders were successfully treated by EMOST method but numbers of young patients were recovered with various diseases by this method in the last years.

The particular effectiveness of EMOST method is possible due to the analogous process of own non-linear signals detected from skin that makes it possible that the biophysical information content of detected and back-transmitted electromagnetic signal is much larger than in digitized methods. In addition, the application of patient’s own signals also makes it possible that all treatment can be individualized.

We briefly described two potential biological mechanisms such as redox processes and the bidirectional communication between skin cells and the nervous system regarding the
effectiveness of LFI-EMF treatments. We also pointed out that skin system may guarantee the spreading of LFI-EMF signals in the whole body in which LFI-EMF modulated cellular redox communication also can have important roles.

However, in addition to the modern pharmacologic and psychological methods, LFI-EMF treatments and developments should get more possibility and attention in the application of biophysical treatment of diseases in the future, because during diverse diseases, cells and living systems not only display altered biochemical processes but also produce altered non-linear bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic complex patterns.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. EMOST Redox 1.1. Medical Device (Certificate: HU11/6192) controlled by a personal computer.

Figure 2. Illustration about information-rich, natural (nonlinear) electroencephalogram signal, and artificial sinus and square signal forms.

Figure 3. Shematic illustration about complex communication between skin cells and the nervous system. Ach = acetylcholine, NA = noradrenaline, ACTH = Adrenocorticotropin hormone.
Fig. 1. EMOST Redox 1.1. Medical Device (Certificate: HU11/6192) controlled by a personal computer.

Fig. 2. Illustration about information-rich, natural (nonlinear) electroencephalogram signal, and artificial sinus and square signal forms.
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration about complex communication between skin cells and the nervous system. Ach = acetylcholine, NA = noradrenaline, ACTH = Adrenocorticotropic hormone.
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Abstract
Recently, we published our results (Bókkon et al. 2011 Electromagn Biol Med.) regarding the effectiveness of the EMOST (Electro-Magnetic-Own-Signal-Treatment) method for the reduction of phantom limb pain under clinical circumstances. However, EMOST treatments not only significantly reduced phantom pain, but that most of the patients also reported about additional benefits such as improvement of their sleep and mood quality after treatments. Here we report some unusual applications of EMOST method under special situations. That is, we report about our effective EMOST treatments of humans under catastrophic conditions and commando training course. This article points out that it is reasonable to apply biophysical electromagnetic management under unique circumstances. We also report some preliminary experiments on twelve members of our BioLabor regarding the effectiveness of single EMOST treatment on some serum parameters and electrocardiogram.

Keywords: EMOST treatments, Catastrophic conditions, Commando training

Introduction
To the best of our knowledge, the treatment of humans by low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields under special situations has never been reported before. In this article, we report on the application of our EMOST method (Electro-Magnetic-Own-Signal-Treatment) in disaster situation and commando training. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the non ionizing biophysical electromagnetic management under real-life and unique conditions and not the presentation of clinical or controlled trials.
Health-promoting effects of low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields

While the health-promoting outcomes of low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields (LFI-EMFs) can be divisive, numerous experiments suggested that LFI-EMFs are able to initiate different healing processes, such as induction of analgesia, acceleration of bone fracture processes and wound healing (re-epithelialization), antiinflammatory effects, decrease of fatigue and depression symptoms, improvement of multiple sclerosis, fibromyalgia, and chronic pulmonary disease, improvement of cardiovascular parameters, improvement of sleep and psychiatric disorders, etc. (Baldi et al., 2007; Barzelai et al., 2009; Mach and Persinger, 2009; Mancuso et al., 2007; Nishimura et al., 2011; Sandyk, 1997; Ghione et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2005; Lappin et al., 2003; Satter Syed et al., 1999; Selvam et al., 2007; Patruno et al., 2010; Sutbeyaz et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2007; Tsang et al., 2009; Cvetkovic and Cosic, 2009).

The contradictions of LFI-EMFs on health-promoting effects are due to several factors, among them: the lack of standardized experimental circumstances; the unsystematic application of artificial LFI-EMF signals; and furthermore the cell type-specific redox status can also be responsible for the effects of electromagnetic expositions (Simkó, 2007).

Too long expositions of LFI-EMF treatments are also extremely problematic. During LFI-EMF experiments and treatments, LFI-EMF radiations with a short-term exposition (less than 45 min) can facilitate the immune system and cellular processes *(for example, through redox activation processes), but a long-term or continuous exposition to LFI-EMFs causes a decline in cytoprotection and can shift the redox and calcium homeostasis of cells (Di Carlo et al., 2002; Regoli et al., 2005).

*LFI-EMF exposition $\rightarrow$ stimulation of cellular membrane NADPH oxidase activity $\rightarrow$ superoxide radical generation $O_2^-$ $\rightarrow$ increased activity of calcium channels $Ca^{2+}$ and lipoxygenases $\rightarrow$ start of arachidonsav cascade and lipid peroxidation processes $\rightarrow$ expansion of signaling pathways in cells.

EMOST system

Our EMOST medical device can detect and scene non-linear, bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals of the patient (Bókkon et al., 2010, 2011a, 2011b). The collected signals from patients’ skin are processed by preprogrammed EMOST device (Fig. 1). The patients are treated by preprogrammed signals of EMOST device (frequencies are in the range of 1 Hz - 1 MHz; intensity range between 0.1-10 micro Teslas, via very special input/output flat electrodes). A particular feature of our EMOST method - compared to many
electromagnetic equipments - is that the patient’s own bioelectromagnetic signals, which are detected from skin are processed via analogue manner (non-digitalized) inside the EMOST device. This signals are transmitted back via a flat electrode radiator through different band/signal combinations, with some amplification (-20dB- +60dB), to the skin’s surface on the opposite side and extended by the higher range sounds of the signal. The special analogous signal process of EMOST device makes it possible that the biophysical information content of detected and back-transmitted electromagnetic signal is much larger than in digitized methods.

**FIGURE 1** EMOST Redox 1.1 Medical Device (Certificate: HU11/6192) controlled by a personal computer.

**Some possible effects of LFI-EMFs**

Many possible mechanisms of various classical and quantum models have been suggested to elucidate the influence of LFI-EMFs in living systems (Binhi, 1999; Bókkon and Salari, 2010). A growing body of evidence suggested that several effects of LFI-EMFs therapies can be elucidated (or connected) by redox regulation and membrane-bound receptor mechanisms (Bauréus et al., 2003; Foster, 2003; Mathie et al., 2003). In addition, many experiments have revealed that reactive oxygen and nitrogen species as well as their derivatives act as essential signals in intracellular and intercellular communication (Dröge, 2002; Bókkon and Antal, 2011; Feissner et al., 2009; Kishida and Klann, 2007; Massaad and Klann, 2011; Powers et al., 2011; Valko et al., 2007; Zhang and Gutterman, 2007). The effect of LFI-EMFs on cell membranes and membrane-bound receptors can stimulate Ca2+-related pathways and free radical and redox-regulated processes. Thus, some of the fundamental effects of the EMOST treatment may be achieved via the redox balance of the body. It is likely that EMOST method can convey the detected and changed electromagnetic patterns of defective cells for surrounding and other cells, which facilitates intercellular communication via redox sensitive biochemical processes, and help restoration of homeostasis.
Biophysical therapeutic opportunities by LFI-EMF

Although modern pharmacology has made considerable progress in the medication of various diseases, we should also recognize that in many cases pharmacology treatments could be ineffective. In these cases, the biophysical LFI-EMF methods may offer some additional opportunities, because in various diseases, living cells do not only show altered biochemical processes but also generate altered non-linear bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals. Since each patient has a unique description of his/her own particular diseases, application of bioelectromagnetic own signals (EMOST) of patients for therapeutic applications may be effective especially compared to the diverse, artificial electromagnetic signals.

EMOST: phantom pain, sleep and mood quality

Recently, we presented our results regarding the effectiveness of the EMOST treatment (for six sessions) and the reduction of phantom limb pain under clinical circumstances (Bókkon et al., 2010, 2011a, 2011b). The EMOST method not only significantly reduced phantom pain, but also revealed additional benefits at most of the patients after expositions, such as improvement of their sleep and mood quality (Fig. 2).

We briefly mention here that we have established contact one year after our clinical EMOST experiments with those who took part in our research. However, there was no any further amputation in the EMOST treated patients during this year, and exposed patients reported a better general healthy states compared to sham exposed (control group). Pain is a key issue among veterans and members of the military due to increased survival rates from devastating injuries, including phantom limb pain after amputations (Ebrahimzadeh and Hariri, 2009; Wartan et a., 1997).

Since in many cases, various phantom pains can be disabling and can lead to a lifelong struggle with chronic pain, our EMOST method may offer a new possibility for the reduction of individual phantom pains.

FIGURE 2 Treatment of amputees by EMOST in the clinic.
Stress responses

Task stressors are a common problem in police officers, soldiers, veterans, as well as in special commandos (Carlier et al., 2000; Renck et al., 2002; Miller, 2011). The exposure to diverse violent situations, witnessing distressing events and seeing victims are some of the task related stressors. These task stress induced symptoms can range from mild to severe.

Traumatic stress experiences often produce peritraumatic stress responses during and immediately after effects of trauma and in subsequent acute and posttraumatic stress responses in stress exposed subjects. However, the perception of stress is individual dependent. What is stressful to an individual may not cause stress in another, because it depends on the person’s previous experiences, emotional and mental states.

Sleep disturbances and interpersonal problems are highly prevalent in military and police subjects with various scales of stress disorders that are associated with substantial co-morbidities and increased healthcare risks (Capaldi et al., 2011). PTSD symptoms may include nightmares, disturbing thoughts, re-experiencing phenomena, being socially detached from family and friends, hyper-arousal (such as feeling angry, irritable), etc.

Several evidences indicated that traumatic stress exposures and PTSD are common anxiety disorders in military and police subjects as well as in normal populations and can be associated with cardiovascular diseases, chronic fatigue syndrome, musculoskeletal disorders, etc. (Boscarino, 2004). People with PTSD are more likely to have hypertension, obesity, hyperlipidemia, and cardiovascular disease.

The biological processes that account for the observed associations between PTSD and cardiovascular disease may relate to dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and for continual over-stimulation of the autonomic nervous system that can promote the increases in blood pressure and lipid levels (Bedi and Arora, 2007).

Immune function changes in PTSD subjects may also influence circulating levels of interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-1, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and C-reactive protein (CRP) (Rohleder and Karl, 2006). However, inflammatory mediators such as TNF, CRP, and IL-6, can stimulate atherosclerosis. Interactions among the immune and neuroendocrine systems may partly account for associations between PTSD and chronic disease outcomes.

Psychological and medical treatments for PTSD include group or individual psychotherapy (for example, cognitive-behavioral therapy) and pharmacotherapy such as the use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (Spoont et al., 2010).
EMOST treatment of police commandos during training exercise

In 2011, we performed some EMOST treatments of twelve Hungarian police commandos (elite forces) during their hard training exercise. During commando trainings, police officers had been exposed to very difficult physical and psychological conditions for three weeks. We provided our treatments (with official permission) on three consecutive days in the last week of exercising. The commandos came and went for shooting practice, physical training etc., and when they have a little pause, we performed EMOST treatments. As the Figure 3 shows, commandos were lying on the hard tables (sometimes with weapons) during EMOST treatments. So, the situation was very realistic.

The commandos were asked to rate their physical and psychological conditions on the 0–10 verbal numerical rating scale prior to the treatment and after the treatment during each three days. We also measured their cardiovascular risks prior to the treatments and after the treatments, and studied the speed of their reflexes via a simple task. Following the trend of the three treatments, after the third treatment, the studied parameters clearly showed a downward trend in cardiovascular risks, an improved physical and psychological conditions as well as a slightly increased reflex.

![Figure 3](image1.png)

**FIGURE 3** (A) Commandos were lying on the hard tables during EMOST treatments. (B) Prompt measure of cardiovascular risk.

EMOST treatments during flood disaster in Felsőzsolca, Hungary

Felsőzsolca is a small town in North-East of Hungary. In June, 2010 the biggest flood hit Felsőzsolca. Out of a total of 2200, about 1800 houses were damaged, and over 200 houses collapsed by the river Sajó. In addition to local residents, hundreds of soldiers, firefighters and
volunteers helped to save lives. The local government leaders as well as military and firefighter commanders continuously managed the rescue processes. Many managers had no sleep in 48 hours, and several residents suffered PTSD. Some voluntary psychologists also tried to reduce the extreme psychological stress caused by the flood.

Since our several years of EMOST application and our experiments indicated that EMOST can produce prompt effect to reduce stress and fatigue levels and to improve sleep and mood quality in patients, our BioLabor group also took part as volunteers in Felsőzsolca rescue-actions by EMOST treatments of several commanders and local residents that were exhausted at the border (see Figure 4 with our photos). We have treated about 80 managers and residents by some of special EMOST regeneration program. Most of the treated subjects rendered benefit improvements after 40 min treatment reported their reduced stress and fatigue levels and improved mood quality and concentration ability.

After traumatic stress (that frequently result in peri-traumatic stress), the sooner we use a variety of therapies, the smaller the chance to develop acute or posttraumatic stress state. However, biophysical LFI-EMF treatments may offer a special and prompt help in many particular situations.

**FIGURE 4** Our photos have been taken in Felsőzsolca. (A) EMOST treatments of exhausted and stressed local residents, soldiers, firefighters. (B) Our car and local residents in a flooded street in Felsőzsolca, on June. 2010. (C) Residents used a boat to cross a flooded street in Felsőzsolca.
Preliminary experiments: Single EMOST treatment effect on electrocardiogram and the serum concentration of urea, albumin, cortisol, chloride, CPK, TSH, and CRP

We performed some preliminary experiments on twelve members of our BioLabor regarding the effectiveness of single EMOST treatment on some serum parameters and electrocardiogram (ECG). ECG results did not show statistic significant improvement after single EMOST treatment. In contrast, some serum factor such as uric acid, albumin, cortisol, chloride, Creatine phosphokinase (CPK), Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), C-reactive protein (CRP) indicated some remarkable changes following one treatment.

Cortisol, TSH, CRP, and CPK serum concentrations were reduced in the most of us. The albumin concentration usually showed a slight decrease and the uric acid concentration increased in almost all cases. Chloride level of serum showed a slight increase in almost every case. Of course, these few preface experiments have no great importance, but indicate EMOST treatment may reduce stress factors and affect on the redox/free radical processes as numerous studies reported regarding to the effect of low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields.

For example, cortisol levels were decreased in most of the members of our BioLabor after one EMOST treatment. Cortisol is a (glucocorticoid) steroid hormone that produced by the adrenal cortex in response to stress (Inslicht et al., 2011). Its major functions are, among them, to increase blood sugar through gluconeogenesis and suppress the immune system, but recent studies revealed that glucocorticoids (cortisol) have both stimulatory and suppressive effects on immune responses that are dependent on the GC concentration (Yeager et al., 2008).

Uric acid concentration increased in almost all cases after single EMOST treatment. However, uric acid is strong reducing agents (electron donors) and potent antioxidants (Warning, 2002). In humans, about the half the antioxidant ability of blood plasma comes from uric acid (Maxwell et al., 1997).

Chloride level also showed a slight increase in almost every case. Chloride is a prominent negatively charged ion in the blood, where it represents about 70% of the body’s total negative ion content. However, chloride level has essential role of blood pH value that can influence pH-dependent redox/free radical processes. It seems that EMOST treatments may transiently potentiate functional redox processes.

However, we have started a large-scale, controlled testing of EMOST treatments (with forty subjects and with sham exposed controls) regarding its effectiveness on serum parameters and electrocardiogram. We hope that we can report the results in the near future.
Discussion and Conclusions

We have to stress again that our goal was not the presentation of clinical or controlled trials, but show the non ionizing electromagnetic management under real-life and also in unique conditions.

One may argue that the presented beneficial effects of our EMOST treatments were due to the placebo effect. However, it is unlikely that EMOST treatments could produce placebo effect on eighty subjects under flood disaster. In addition, during many years of EMOST application, we also effectively treated hundreds of children and babies with diverse health problems. It is also hardly possible that EMOST treatments could make placebo effects on babies. Furthermore, our recently published results on the effectiveness of the EMOST in reduction of phantom limb pain as well as improvement of the quality of sleep and mood in subjects under clinical circumstances also support the real effectiveness of EMOST.

Because the EMOST method based on non-linear, bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals of patients, it offers tailor-made opportunities. In addition, it is not realistic to apply a large number of psychologists under unexpected events and disaster conditions.

The presented EMOST application (Electro-Magnetic-Own-Signal-Treatment) under disaster conditions and commando training, may point out a further possible way of healing therapies in addition to the modern pharmacologic and psychological methods. We should also consider that the sooner we use a variety of therapies, the smaller the chance to develop acute or posttraumatic stress status after unexpected and disaster situations.

The aforementioned few preliminary experiments on members of our BioLabor regarding the efficiency of single EMOST treatment on serum parameters and electrocardiogram indicated that it is worthy to perform a large-scale, controlled testing that we have started.

Besides, not only for stress management should be considered, but also improve mental and physical states, concentration, cognitive and situation analysis abilities of exhausted troops and policemen after unexpected and catastrophic events.

In summary, we should consider biophysical electromagnetic managements as a further possible way of healing therapies in addition to the pharmacologic and psychological methods, especially under unique, unexpected and disaster situations.
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Abstract

Although various treatments have been presented for phantom pain, there is little proof supporting the benefits of pharmacological treatments, surgery or interventional techniques, electroconvulsive therapy, electrical nerve stimulation, far infrared ray therapy, psychological therapies, etc. Here, we report the preliminary results for phantom pain reduction by low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields under clinical circumstances. Our method is called as Electromagnetic-Own-Signal-Treatment (EMOST). Fifteen people with phantom limb pain participated. The patients were treated using a pre-programmed, six sessions. Pain intensity was quantified upon admission using a 0-10 verbal numerical rating scale. Most of the patients (n=10) reported a marked reduction in the intensity of phantom limb pain. Several patients also reported about improvement in their sleep and mood quality, or a reduction in the frequency of phantom pain after the treatments. No improvements in the reduction of phantom limb pain or sleep and mood improvement were reported in the control group (n=5). Our non-linear electromagnetic EMOST method may be a possible therapeutic application in the reduction of phantom limb pain. Here, we also suggest that some of the possible effects of the EMOST may be achieved via the redox balance of the body and redox-related neural plasticity.

Keywords: Phantom pain, Low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields, EMOST method, Redox-related neural plasticity

Introduction

The amputation of a limb is generally followed by a sensation that the deafferented body part is still present. Phantom limb sensations can be generally perceived by amputees following amputation (Ramachandran and Hirstein, 1998). However, phantom limb sensations can also occur following spinal cord injury, nerve avulsion and in children with congenital limb aplasia (Moore et al., 2000; Melzack, 1992; Melzack et al., 1997). The phantom sensations usually resolve without treatment, except in cases in which phantom pain develops.

When amputees sense an intense pain in their missing body part, the phenomenon is known as phantom pain. Phantom pain is more frequent in patients with preamputation pain and is less likely in cases in which the amputation was performed when the patient was very young. While phantom pain is most common after the amputation of a leg or an arm, it can also occur after the surgical removal of a breast, rectum, testicle, penis, or eye, among others (Flor, 2002). The phantom pain aftereffect occurs in 50-80% of the patients who have undergone this type of surgery, and the most frequently reported types of pain include burning, tingling, and cramping (Sherman, 1994). Various other pains and types of sensation such as shocking, itching, shooting, squeezing, and throbbing, among others, can also occur. Although a high percentage of amputees experience phantom pain, every patient has a unique description concerning his/her particular sensations and the pain experienced, as well as the intensity and frequency of the sensations. Phantom pain generally resolves without treatment, except in cases in which chronic phantom pain develops.
There is increasing evidence that both peripheral and central neural mechanisms are involved in phantom pain, but the pathophysiological mechanisms of phantom pain remain unknown (Devor and Seltzer, 1999; Dhillon et al., 2005; Davis et al., 1998; Mackert et al., 2003; Mercier et al., 2006; Karl et al., 2001). One possible peripheral mechanism is that neuromas (a growth of the nerve tissue) form injured nerve endings at the stump site after the amputation of a limb and fire abnormal action potentials. In addition to peripheral processes, spinal mechanisms have also been considered to influence phantom pain (Bittar et al., 2005). Phantom limb pain is also strongly correlated with changes in the representational plasticity (cortical reorganization) in the somatosensory and motor cortices. According to the neuromatrix theory, there is an extensive, genetically predetermined, network that interconnects the thalamus-cortex-limbic system, and phantom pain could arise from an atypical reorganization of this neuromatrix (Melzack, 1993; Bittar et al., 2005). Psychological factors have also been investigated. Whereas psychological factors do not appear to cause the phantom pain, these factors might affect the severity and the progression of the pain (Sherman et al., 1987).

Although various treatments have been presented, there is little clinical proof supporting the benefits of pharmacological treatments, surgery or interventional techniques, electroconvulsive therapy, electrical nerve stimulation, far infrared ray therapy, pulsed radiofrequency ablation, or psychological therapies (for instance, mirror box therapy), among other treatments (Gnezdilov et al., 1995; Rasmussen and Rummans, 2000; Wiech et al., 2004; Irlbacher et al., 2006; Wilkes et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2009; Seidel et al., 2009; de Roos et al., 2010).

Here, we report the preliminary results for phantom pain reduction by Electromagnetic-Own-Signal-Treatment (EMOST) under clinical circumstances. Our EMOST method does not perform any electromagnetic wave modulation or wave inversion (phase shift) of recorded output bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals of subjects. EMOST method solely employs filtered, various low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields (between 1 Hz - 1 MHz) that is controlled via preprogrammed computer. The EMOST device is based on our new concept, i.e., very fast electromagnetic feedback of recorded bioelectromagnetic signals of subjects without any changes could promote and reinforce intra- and intercellular redox communication. We also discuss that low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields (LFI-EMFs) may influence the cortical reorganization and the neurogenesis.
Materials and Methods

Patients
Limb amputees (with vascular and arterial disease, diabetes and accidents) were recruited at the National Institute for Medical Rehabilitation in Budapest, Hungary. The limb amputees (experimental amputees (n=10) and control amputees (n=5)) were randomized to receive either an active EMOST treatment or a sham treatment. Our EMOST experiments were performed by permission of the Ethics Committee of the National Institute for Medical Rehabilitation, Budapest, Hungary.

Apparatus
The EMOST device (BioLabor-MCC HI 2.5.2) was used in the experiments. It contains three basic elements: (1) an input electrode, (2) signal-processing circuits and (3) an output electrode. The input and output flat electrodes were placed on the joints of patients. The input signals were originated from bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals of patients who were placed in direct contact with the specially designed flat electrodes. The input signals were recorded similarly to extracting information from electromagnetic brain function via electroencephalogram (EEG). Namely, the EMOST device (which is controlled by a personal computer) operates with the non-linear, bioelectromagnetic signals of the patient within preprogrammed frequency ranges (between 1 Hz - 1 MHz). The parameters (input filtered frequency ranges and output intensity) and exposure time can be preprogrammed. The collected input signals of patients can be filtered using pre-programmed, low-frequency ranges (between 1 Hz - 1 MHz) by device circuits. Output, low-frequency electromagnetic signals were emitted by an identical flat electrode. The output electromagnetic intensity range of the device is 0.1-10 microteslas. A photograph of the EMOST apparatus is shown Figure 1.

Figure 1. The EMOST device (BioLabor-MCC HI 2.5.2) is controlled by a personal computer.
Treatments

The present research conformed to the Helsinki Declaration outlining the principles for medical research involving human subjects. All of the subjects completed an informed consent form prior to participation in the study. The collected bioelectromagnetic input signals of patients were processed by preprogrammed EMOST device. The patients were treated by output preprogrammed signals of EMOST device (frequencies in the range of 1 Hz - 1 MHz; intensity range between 0.1-10 micro Teslas) via a flat electrode (Fig. 2) for six sessions. Each session was approximately 45 min, between all treatments with a one-day pause. Sham exposed patients (control group) were placed in the same conditions as the exposure groups but EMOST device was turned off. Subjects could not notice anything different from active and sham treatments. Pain intensity was quantified upon admission using a 0-10 verbal numerical rating scale (NRS) (Fig. 3). The patients were asked to rate their pain on the verbal NRS prior to the therapy and after they had completed the six treatments. During and after the patients had completed the six treatments, they did not receive any additional treatments related to the reduction or elimination of phantom limb pain.

![Figure. 2. Photograph of an amputee undergoing an EMOST treatment. While the operator was collecting patients’ reports he was blind to the type of treatment (i.e., active or sham treatments).](image)

![Figure. 3. Verbal numerical rating scale.](image)
Results

The Student’s t-test was used to analyze the data. The reduction of phantom limb pain by EMOST was statistically significant (*P < 0.05) as compared to the controls. Although our goal was to reduce phantom limb pain (or reduction in the frequency of phantom pain (PP↓)) via EMOST treatments, most of the patients also reported a marked improvement in their sleep and mood quality after the treatments. No improvements in the reduction of phantom limb pain or sleep and mood improvement were reported in the control group. The results obtained after six EMOST treatments are summarized in Table 1. All patients were followed for 2 weeks following their completed six treatments and there were no major differences in terms of phantom pain relief during this time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients with EMOST treatments</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Phantom pain intensity before the treatments</th>
<th>Phantom pain intensity after six completed EMOST treatments</th>
<th>Interval between the amputation date and the EMOST treatments</th>
<th>Additional improvements reported by patients after six EMOST treatments</th>
<th>Disease or Accident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/2 year</td>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Sleep, Mood</td>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>Sleep, Mood</td>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Sleep, Mood, PP frequency↓</td>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Sleep, Mood</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>Accident</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Sleep, PP frequency↓</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>Diabetes and arterial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. This table summarizes the phantom pain intensity observed after completion of six EMOST treatments and additional improvements reported by the patients (The control group is not shown).
Discussion

Some possible effects of LFI-EMFs on cellular processes

Living cells display a particularly weak non-linear electromagnetic activity in a wide spectrum of frequencies - from Hz to THz, in cells (Fraser and Frey, 1968; Levin and Korenstein, 1991; Isojima et al., 1995; Cohen and Popp, 1997; Kobayashi et al., 1999; Pokorný et al., 2001; Lipkova and Cechak, 2005; Pelling et al., 2005) - that can be generated by diverse cellular mechanisms that are associated with biochemical processes.

Although the health effects of low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields (LFI-EMFs) are controversial, increasing evidence suggests that non-ionizing LFI-EMFs can influence numerous cell functions and are capable of initiating various healing processes, such as the delay of fractures, induction of analgesia, acceleration of wound re-epithelialization, inhibition of inflammatory processes, reduction of fatigue, improvement of multiple sclerosis and chronic pulmonary disease, among others (Orgel et al., 1984; Selvam et al., 2007; Reiter 1993; Satter Syed et al., 1999; Lappin et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2005; Alfieri et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007; Markov 2007a; Tsang et al., 2009; Huo et al., 2009; Sutbeyaz et al., 2009; Mach and Persinger, 2009; Mancuso et al., 2007; Jing et al., 2010; Patruno et al., 2010).

Many potential causes have been suggested to explain the influence of LFI-EMFs in living systems, for example, Eddy electric currents, classical and quantum oscillator models, by the help of biomagnetites, cyclotron resonance, the interference of quantum states of bound ions and electrons, coherent quantum excitations, stochastic resonance, parametric resonance, bifurcation, and magnetosensitive free-radical and redox processes, among others (Binhi, 1999; Bókkon and Salari, 2010). Despite these explanations, the primary effect of LFI-EMFs on cell functions remains unclear. However, several effects of extremely low-frequency electromagnetic therapies may be explained (or connected) by redox regulations and membrane processes (Patruno et al., 2010; De Nicola et al., 2006; Di Loreto et al., 2009; Morabito et al., 2010).

Numerous experiments have provided evidence that reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) and their derivatives act as fundamental signals (secondary messengers) during physiological (and pathophysiological) processes in intracellular signaling and intercellular communication processes (Hidalgo et al., 2000; Hancock et al., 2001; Dröge, 2002; Kamsler and Segal, 2007; Valko et al., 2007; Kishida and Klann, 2007; Forman et al., 2008; Bókkon and Antal, 2010). Because several effects of LFI-
EMFs can be explained by redox regulation and membrane processes, LFI-EMFs may have an important effect on redox mechanisms.

A growing body of evidence indicates that cell membranes play a key role in the transduction and amplification of LFI-EMF field signals (Bauréus et al., 2003; Foster, 2003; Mathie et al., 2003). Specifically, LFI-EMFs can affect the length of cell membranes and the number and variety of membrane-bound receptors. However, the activation of many cell surface receptors (for example, G protein-coupled receptors and receptor tyrosine kinases, among others) induces an influx of Ca\(^{2+}\) into the cells and the release of Ca\(^{2+}\) from the endoplasmic reticulum. Because ROS and calcium signals are intimately interconnected and calcium and ROS constitute the most significant intracellular signaling molecules in the regulation of various cellular functions (Gordeeva et al., 2003; Yan et al., 2006; Feissner et al., 2009), the effect of LFI-EMFs on cell membranes and membrane-bound receptors may cause these radiations to stimulate Ca\(^{2+}\)-related pathways and free radical and redox-regulated processes. Several cell surface receptors are regulated by redox processes (Dröge, 2002; Bókkon and Antal, 2010; Choi and Lipton, 2000; Nakashima et al., 2002; Kishida et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2006; Monteiro et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2010). Figure 4 shows some possible effects of LFI-EMFs on cellular processes.

In addition, LFI-EMF can have effects on the molecular transition states and can affect the kinetic processes of enzymes without thermodynamic kT energy. Importantly, magnetic fields are more effective when the tissue is out of equilibrium (Markov, 2007b). Consequently, LFI-EMFs experiments in healthy individuals do not reflect the potential response of patients who have endured an injury or disease. Because the cell type-specific redox status is responsible for the effects of diverse electromagnetic expositions (Simkó, 2007), it is possible that the effects of diverse electromagnetic fields are dependent on the cell type and the temporary spatiotemporal redox (and free radicals) patterns of cells.

It is important to note the role of exposure time during LFI-EMF therapies is especially critical. Radiations with a short-term exposure (according to our experience, less than 45 min) can facilitate (for example, through redox activation processes) the immune system and cellular processes, but a long-term or continuous exposure to LFI-EMFs results in a decline in cytoprotection (Regoli et al., 2005; Di Carlo et al., 2002). Long-term electromagnetic radiations may shift the redox and calcium balance, which could cause additional cellular malfunctions. For example, NMDA receptors can be redox modulated by
Figure 4. Some possible effects of LFI-EMF fields on cellular processes. A growing body of evidence indicates that cell membranes, mitochondria, Ca\(^{2+}\) and ROS play key roles in the transduction and amplification of LFI-EMF field signals. ELF-EMFs may be capable of inducing a shift in cell status to an “activated” state. Lipid rafts (REFT, membrane microdomains) can play essential roles during the activation of membrane-bound receptors and enzymes by ELF-EMFs. A. Increases the open-channel probability. B. Intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) mobilization. C. Increased intracellular O\(_2^\cdot\) and H\(_2\)O\(_2\) levels. D. Changes in mitochondrial membrane potential. E. Facilitation of NADPH oxidase (NOX) aggregation by membrane lipid rafts. F. Facilitate assembly and activation of membrane-bound receptors.
hydroxyl radicals (Aizenman, 1995), but long-term or continuous exposure to LFI-EMFs provoke aberrant NMDA receptor activities (Manikonda et al., 2007).

In most LFI-EMF experiments or treatments, various devices employ diverse artificial frequencies, which are waveforms that are modulated with respect to the frequency or the amplitude. LFI-EMFs with different characteristics, including different waveforms, frequencies and modulations, can have diverse (or even opposing) effects on biochemical signal processes during experiments. In other words, the effects of electromagnetic fields are associated with the type of electromagnetic field that is applied (Walther et al., 2007).

During various diseases, cells not only demonstrate altered biochemical processes but also produce altered non-linear electromagnetic complex patterns. Because it is impossible to investigate the whole range of artificial LFI-EMFs for potential therapeutic applications, it seems reasonable to use non-linear bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals from cells of the body for potential therapeutic applications that may be more effective than the diverse, artificial types of LFI-EMFs signals. However, the EMOST method is based on the utilization of the non-linear, bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals of the patients without any electromagnetic wave modulation or wave inversion of recorded output signals of subjects.

Since each patient with phantom pain has a unique description concerning his/her particular sensations and the pain experienced, and the effects of external electromagnetic fields are related to the type of electromagnetic field applied, it is possible that the treatment of particular phantom pain sensations will require specific method. Our EMOST device may guarantee this specific method, because it is based on the bioelectromagnetic fields of the patients’ own living systems.

**Phantom pain, neuromatrix theory, representation of body image, visual dreams, redox processes, EMOST treatment**

The precise cause of phantom pain is incompletely understood, but most researchers agree that phantom pain and phantom sensations could originate from the central nervous system. LFI-EMFs can affect the length of cell membranes and various membrane-bound receptors as well as free radical and redox processes. During several years of EMOST application, we have found that our method generally affects the quality of sleep and mood in subjects. However, EMOST treatments not only significantly reduced phantom pain, but that most of the patients also reported these additional benefits (mainly about improvement of their sleep and mood quality) after six treatments (Table 1).
Recently, Ikeda et al. (2005) suggested that brain oxidation could be an initial process in sleep induction. They proposed that a mild enhancement of reactive species during wakefulness in the neuronal network that regulates sleep might trigger sleep induction. In other words, reactive species-related redox homeostasis plays an essential role in sleep/wake regulation.

Phantom limb pain can also occur in individuals who are born without limbs. Neurologists have hypothesized that the perception of our limbs can be hard-wired into our brain. According to the neuromatrix theory (Melzack, 1990), the representation of body image is genetically determined and can be modified by sensory input to generate a neurosignature. The regular neurosignature may be responsible for painless phantom limb sensations, whereas phantom pain could be due to an anomalous reorganization of the neuromatrix.

Michael Jouvet (1998) suggested that during sleep, an iteration process occurs at the DNA level that maintains and programs hereditary behavior. His notion may be related to the neuromatrix theory. Namely, during sleep, a neurocomputational process can maintain and reinforce the neurosignature and complex neuro-DNA patterns.

Mulder et al. (2008) reported that a large number of amputees continue to experience a body with all of the limbs intact during their dreams. The visual perception from the eyes or the imagination generated internally employs the same (or a very similar) neural substrate in the visual cortex (Ganis et al., 2004; Slotnick et al., 2005; Borst and Kosslyn, 2008). In addition, in dream images, deficits occur that correlate with the damaged visual areas of the cortical brain. These phenomena indicate that the same (or a very similar) neural substrate of the visual cortex is used for the visual content of the dream image (Llinas and Pare, 1991). Such findings suggest that during sleep, visual dreams continue and/or reinforce the representation of a missing limb. After a limb has been amputated, the visual system from the eyes recognizes the lack of the limb, but the subconscious proprioceptive system and visual dreams (which are also produced by the subconscious) do not, because the subconscious brain mechanisms (proprioceptive system, neurosignature) have not yet changed.

According to the latest results of Morabito et al. (2010), low frequency and low intensity electromagnetic fields modify the cellular redox state. Thus, it is possible that one of the important effects of the EMOST method (that is based on the non-linear, bioelectromagnetic fields of the subject) is to influence redox processes in cells and tissues. However, reactive species and their derivatives act as fundamental signals (secondary messengers) in physiological (and pathophysiological) processes and are particularly important in redox signal systems. During EMOST treatments, the feedback of non-linear,
extra weak electromagnetic could strengthen the cellular redox communication between cells and can influence the redox balance of the entire body via the circulating blood. One outcome of these processes is that EMOST affects sleep and mood processes.

There are converging lines of evidence to support the hypothesis that sleep promotes brain plasticity. Glutamate is one of the main excitatory neurotransmitters in the visual cortex (Baughman and Gilbert, 1980), and the NMDA glutamate receptor is the most important molecular structure in controlling synaptic plasticity and memory functions. However, redox modulation has been recognized as a fundamental system in the regulation of the NMDA receptor (Bókkon and Antal, 2010; Choi and Lipton, 2000; Aizenman, 1995). In addition, glutamate receptors are reactivated during sleep-associated consolidation processes (Gais et al., 2008). It is possible that some of the important effects of the EMOST method are achieved via the redox balance of the body and redox-related plasticity during sleep.

In addition, weak magnetic fields with an optimal frequency and intensity have ameliorating effects on melatonin-related diseases (Persinger, 2006). However, melatonin is involved in the regulation of sleep, and can modulate hippocampus NMDA receptors, as well as brain and blood oxidative stress levels in ovariectomized rats. Furthermore, melatonin improves the antioxidant status (balance of the oxidant-antioxidant status) in the brain and liver (Subramanian et al., 2007; Dilek et al., 2010). According to Huse et al. (2001), opioids are effective in the treatment of phantom limb pain and may influence the cortical reorganization. Del Seppia et al. (2007) reported that non-ionizing electromagnetic fields could affect the nociceptive sensitivity and analgesia via opioid-mediated responses. Recently, Cuccurazzu et al. (2010) showed that extremely low-frequency electromagnetic fields can enhance the hippocampal neurogenesis in C57BL/6 mice.

**Summary**

We presented our preliminary results regarding the effectiveness of the EMOST method (which utilizes the non-linear, electromagnetic fields of the subjects) for the reduction of phantom limb pain under clinical circumstances. Because LFI-EMFs may affect cell membranes, membrane-bound receptors and free radical and redox processes, the cell type-specific redox status is likely responsible for the effects of various LFI-EMFs. Therefore, the EMOST method potentially can affect redox processes. For the reasons that redox homeostasis plays a fundamental role in physiological/pathophysiological processes and sleep/wake regulation, and the brain oxidation can be an initial process in sleep induction, and
also because sleep promotes the brain plasticity, we hypothesize that some possible effects of EMOST improve redox and redox-related plasticity (reorganization).
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**FIGURE 5** Treatments of amputees by EMOST in the clinic. (A.Erdő-Szabó and I.Bókkon)
Dear Mr. Dr. Attila Erdőfi-Szabó,

Since 2010 we have been using EMOST method at our department in the process of rehabilitation following limb amputation together with the procedures stated in the rehabilitation protocol. We have been using this technology aiming mainly at reducing and stopping phantom pain and reducing the post operation post traumatic stress of the patients having been operated on. After the medical attendance aiming at the above mentioned goals we experienced the following results:

a) there is less formation of phantom pain after the operation  
b) higher number of decrease and stopping of phantom pain  
c) post traumatic stress of limb absence is significantly less in the treated patients  
d) healing of the wound is significantly faster, the stump can be strained much earlier  
e) sleep quality in treated patients is significantly better than in the non-treated ones  
f) psychological status of the patients treated is significantly more propitious than in non-treated ones

In our department we used this method with patients having defecation and urination problems which made the rehabilitation process more difficult and thus making their quality of life worse. According to our experiences we can state that using the equipment for these purposes, defecation and urination malfunction of treated patients decreased significantly, including stool retention and urinary retention and the decrease and stop of incontinence caused by stress.

It is a particularly good result because of the limitation of motion and the high risk of motion deficits, because the imbalance of “freshly” Amputees and the the number of injuries caused by falling due to perceiving the not yet accepted altered body image can be significantly reduced.

Our experience also suggests that the central nervous system and autonomic nervous system treatments resulted in the patients body detection is better than in non treated patients.

This way getting used to artificial limb is quicker, and more efficient thus reducing the risk of falls and the consequential formation of necrosis of the stump, while the rehabilitation time improves.

As we have reported in the magazine Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine, we found that patients treated with our method are needed smaller proportion of reamputation so the positive results exist, thus long-term effects can be assumed.

According to our experience we have gained so far, the EMOST method and equipment is considered a promising method because of its beneficial and spectacular impact on the nervous system, the conductivity and the post traumatic stress.

On behalf of my colleagues and myself I claim to continue the collaboration in the research team’s work, so that the procedure based on the further results can be included in the protocol of amputee rehabilitation.

I wish you success in your work,

18.06.2012, Budapest

Dr. Attila TILL, Chief Medical Head of Department, Amputation Surgical Dep.,
National Institute for Medical Rehabilitation
Cím: Dr. Erdőfi-Szabó Attila Ph.D.
BioLabor Biofizikai- és Laboratóriumi Szolgáltató Kft.

Tisztelt Dr. Erdőfi-Szabó Attila úr!

2010 májusa óta alkalmazzuk osztályunkon az EMOST módszert az alsó végtag amputációit követő rehabilitáció folyamatában, a rehabilitációs protokollban szereplő eljárások mellett. Az elmúlt időszakban főként célzottan, a fantomfájdalom csökkentése, megszüntetése, illetve a betegek műtéti beavatkozást követő „post-traumas” stressz csökkentése céljából használtuk a technológiát. A fent meghatározott célokból indított kezelések után az alábbi eredményeket tapasztaltuk:

a) a fantomfájdalom kialakulása kisebb arányú a műtétet követően kezelt betegeknél
b) a fantomfájdalom csökkenése, megszűnése nagyobb arányú a kezelt betegeknél
c) a végtagvesztesést követő post-trauma stressz jelentősen kisebb a kezelt betegeknél
d) a sebgyógyulás jelentősen gyorsabb, a csonk hamarabb terhelhető a kezelt betegeknél
e) a kezelt betegek alvásminősége jelentősen jobb a nem kezeltékénél
f) a kezelt betegek pszichés állapota jelentősen kedvezőbb a nem kezeltekénél

Az osztályunkon, olyan betegeken is alkalmazzuk a módszert, akiknél széklet- és vizeletüritési panaszok is ihlettek a rehabilitáció folyamatát, egyben rontották a betegek életminőségét. Tapasztalataink alapján kijelenthetjük, hogy a készülék e célú kezelési programjainak hatására a kezelt személyek üritési zavarai is jelentősen csökkennek, beleértve a széklet- vizelet visszatartás illetve a stressz okozta vizelet inkontinencia csökkenését, megszűnését is. Ez a mozgás korlátzottság és a nagy kockázatot jelentő mozgásdeficit miatt kiemelten jó eredmény, hiszen a „friss” amputáltak egyensúlyzavara és a még el nem fogadtott, megvalósított testkép okozta gyakran észlelt elcsésőből származó sórlések száma jelentősen mérsékelhető.

Tapasztalatunk alapján kijelenthető, hogy a központi idegrendszeri és autonóm idegrendszeri kezelések eredményeképpen a kezelt betegek testérzékelése is jobb a nem kezelt betegeknél, ez a művéttag megszokását gyorsítsa, a használatát javítja, így csökkenti az elesés kockázatát, valamint a következményes csonkhalás kialakulását, egyúttal a rehabilitációs időt is javítja. Ahogy arról az Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine c. szaklapban beszámoltunk, tapasztaltuk, hogy a kezelt betegeknél a reamputáció szükségessége kisebb arányú, az elért kedvező eredmények tartósan fennállnak, így a hosszabb távú hatékonyság védelmezhető.

Az eddig szerzett tapasztalataink alapján az EMOST módszert és készüléket az idegrendszerre, az ingervezetésre, és a „post-traumas” stresszre gyakorolt jótékonys és
látványos hatása miatt ígéretes módszerek tekintjük. Munkatársaim és magam nevében kijelentjük, hogy továbbiakban is közreműködünk a kutató team munkáiban, hogy az eljárás a további eredmények alapján a rehabilitációs protokollokba illeszhetővé válhasson. Munkájukhoz sok sikert kívánok!


Dr. Till Attila, osztályvezető főorvos
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Abstract
While the health effects of low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields are controversial, an increasing body of evidence suggests that non-ionizing and low-frequency electromagnetic fields are capable of initiating various healing processes, such as the delay of fractures, induction of analgesia, inhibition of inflammatory processes, acceleration of wound re-epithelialization, decrease of fatigue, improvement of multiple sclerosis and chronic pulmonary disease, among others. Based on our years of experience testing a technique called non-ionizing Electromagnetic-Own-Signal-Treatment, here, we report the preliminary results for phantom pain reduction by this method under clinical circumstances. Our preliminary results showed not only a reduction in phantom pain in patients but also a marked improvement in their sleep and mood quality after the treatments. Here, we also suggest that some of the important effects of our method may be achieved via the redox balance of the body and redox-related neural plasticity. However, low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields can potentially provide useful methods for the treatment of diverse problematic disorders and can play important roles in public health of the 21st century medicine.
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Нарада-семінар
кафедра неврології та рефлексотерапії
Національної медичної академії післядипломної освіти імені П.І. Шупика

«Сучасні аспекти використання рефлексотерапії в медичній реабілітації»

25-26 листопада
м. Київ

24-25. 11. 2011. National Medical Academy, KIEV, UKRAINE
методами рефлексотерапії сімейними лікарями дозволить підвищити якість надання медичної допомоги на етапі ПМСД. Передбачається, що дану програму буде розроблено та затверджено в кінці 2011 – на початку 2012 рр. і в II-III кварталі 2012 р. буде можливо розпочати підготовку сімейних лікарів по програмі даних циклів. Лікарі, які після проходження даних циклів виявлять бажання глибші вивчити теорію і практику рефлексотерапії, мають змогу пройти навчання на циклі «Спеціалізація з рефлексотерапії», програма якого розрахована на 3 місяці.

МЕТОД «EMOST» ELECTROMAGNETIC-OWN-SIGNAL-TREATMENT

Dr. Erdőfi-Szabó Attila PhD., Dr. Bókkon István PhD
(m. Будапешт, Угорщина)


ПРОФЕСІОНАЛЬНІ УСПЕХИ

37 статей, 150 ссылок о методе, участие в качестве ведущего в 11-ти клинических исследованиях, опубликованы 5 научных статьи в авторитетных медицинских журналах (см. ниже), за семь лет проведены более 600 профессиональных курсов по ПК, прочтены более 80 научных лекций.

РЕФЕРЕНЦИИ (с 2005 г., в 68 франшузских точках, смотрите веб-сайт: www.biolabor.hu)

В рамках нашей системы работают 37 врачей, 45 специалистов натуральной медицины и 135 ассистентов на французских точках. С 2005 г. мы имеем более чем 40,000 довольных клиентов.

МЕТОД

Наш организм каждый день восстанавливает самого себя, вечером мы ложимся уставшим, а утром благодаря чему-то встаём «отдохнувшими», хотя мы не вводили дополнительную энергию. От чего это? Мы именно этим биологическим процессом занимаемся. Электромагнитные лучи, исходящие из Солнца в виде света и тепла обеспечивают основные условия жизни флоры и фауне. Электромагнитная энергия является основным условием Жизни, она лежит в основе молекулярных связей, поэтому надо было бы предполагать, что процедуры с электромагнитным методом не
альтернативные, а может быть универсальные способы лечения. Разработанным специалистами ООО «BioLabor» методом упорядочиваются собственные электрические и электромагнитные сигналы организма способом рефлексотерапии. Принимаются различные ритмы и различной динамики потенциалы клиента, потом они аналоговым образом в определенных вариациях сглаживаются и/или усиливаются и возвращаются в организм клиента. Именно такие, расширенные вариации потенциалов делают возможным их влияние на акционный потенциал, а таким образом, упорядочивание процессов на уровне молекул и клеток. Вариации потенциалов с определенной индикацией через поверхность кожи, расположенные в коже свободные нервные окончания, рецепторы и эффекторы, сосудистую систему, клетки Меркеля, иммунные клетки окажут непосредственное воздействие на центральную нервную систему, негативное симпатическое и парасимпатическое регулирование, иммунитет и информационную систему. Имеется возможность применения метода в электроакупунктуре на стимуляцию, которая основана на собственных сигналах, этот достигается согласование взаимоотношений качеств потенциалов, осуществляющихся в данной зоне. Дальнейшим преимуществом является то, что электрические потенциалы и нефизические моменты врача, осуществляющего терапию, остаются независимыми от клиента, что для обеих сторон предоставляет безопасность. Изменения происходят главным образом через окисительно-восстановительные процессы и точное регулирование нейротрансмиттерами.

Вероятность появления побочных эффектов довольно маленькая из-за наличия рефрактерной фазы, уровень риска низкий, поскольку сигналы собственные, практически исключена перегрузка организма благодаря собственному уровню сигнала, а при их применении вместо риска интерференции искусственных (дигитализованных) электромагнитных сигналов имеется соответствующая, естественная когерентия. С этим методом можно работать с взаимосвязанными сигналами одновременно, поэтому имеется возможность сохранить их естественную взаимосвязь. С этим методом развиваются саморегуляция процессов, учебные и восстановительные способности организма. Благодаря тому, что на протяжении нескольких лет у нас приобретался благоприятный опыт по применению метода, стало возможным в некоторых областях регулярно им пользоваться. Кроме повседневного применения по некоторым направлениям, наш метод доказал свое право на существование как и в условиях стихийных бедствий, как и в особых военных условиях. Считается преимуществом метода и то, что требуется относительно малое количество процедур (4-6) и его эффектив продолжительный.

**ГЛАВНЫЕ ПРОЕКТЫ И РЕЗУЛЬТАТЫ**

Разработка медицинских терапий

2005 г.: Центральная нервная система, нейровегетативная система; Настроение, концентрация, вязкость; Нейротрансмиттерные процессы;
2006 г.: Ортомолекулярный и метаболический балансе; Педиатрия, лактоэнзим и глютеновая интоксикация; Кооперация сосуд, почек и сердца; Аллергия, качество сна, инконтиненция; Психо-нейроиммунология и её взаимоотношения, стресс и болезни;

2007 г.: Когнитивные функции;

2008 г.: Природные бедствия, посттравматический стресс; Феномены боли после ампутаций; Детские процедуры, рост, развитие, социализация; Чрезвычайные ситуации, физический стресс и психические травмы в армии.

СОБСТВЕННЫЕ ПУБЛИКАЦИИ


Testing the EMOST, result: the patient is sleeping (!) in noisy classroom (!), no pains (!), only well-experience.
EMOST™ biophysical treatments to reduce the risk of aggressive behaviour in prisons

Biophysical electromagnetic managements

by István Bókkon

2013

EMOST Redox 1.1 Medical Device (Certificate: HU11/6192) controlled by a personal computer.

1. Background

1.1. Prisoners

Testosterone, norepinephrine, serotonin, glucose metabolism, and the aggression

Many studies on testosterone activity show a relation between high plasma levels and a tendency towards aggression. It was suggested that the interaction between low serotonin and high testosterone concentrations in the central nervous system has an important effect on the neural mechanisms involved in the expression of aggressive behavior. It seems that testosterone modulates serotonergic receptor activity that directly affects aggression, fear and anxiety. In addition, violent criminals have abnormalities in their glucose metabolism as indicated by decreased glucose uptake in their prefrontal cortex and a low blood glucose nadir in the glucose tolerance test. Low non-oxidative metabolism can be a crucial component in the pathophysiology of habitually violent behavior among subjects with antisocial personality disorder. The level of norepinephrine is also higher in aggressive prisoners than in moderately aggressive jailed inmates, which suggests a pronounced role of norepinephrine in the formation the aggressive behavior.
Sleep problems and aggression

Clinical studies revealed that sleep problems can be a contributory factor in the development of reactive aggression and violence. It seems that the relation between sleep problems and aggression can be mediated by the negative effect of sleep loss on prefrontal cortical working, namely the loss of control over emotions, including loss of the regulation of aggressive impulses to context-appropriate behavior. In addition, other potential contributing mechanisms connecting sleep problems to aggression and violence are most likely found within the central serotonergic and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal-axis. Individual variation within these neurobiological systems may be responsible for amplified aggressive responses induced by sleep loss in certain individuals. Recent studies revealed that prisoners have higher levels of anxiety, sleep problems and depression than the general population.

Prefrontal malfunctions and aggression

Numerous researchers suggested that the relationship between prefrontal malfunctions and the likelihood of acting aggressively is mediated by the failure to adaptively use that we called the “executive cognitive functions”. Executive functioning allows people to respond to situations in a flexible manner, to make and adapt plans, and to base their behavior on internally held ideas rather than being governed solely by external stimuli. There are neuroimaging data that the prefrontal cortex plays an important function in the successful identification of facial expressions of emotion. The medial prefrontal cortex is most consistently activated by emotional stimuli, suggesting it has an essential role in emotional processing. Recent Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) experiments also support the hypothesis of inhibition deficits and frontal cortex dysfunction in violent offenders when compared with non-violent control subjects. These prefrontal structural and biochemical malfunctions can cause the low arousal, poor fear conditioning, lack of conscience, and decision-making deficits that predispose to antisocial and psychopathic behavior. It is very possible that many aggressive behaviors come about mainly automatically, emotionally, and through conditioned association with other stimuli.

1.2. Prison officers and the burnout

Prison officers are exposed to special and very powerful stressors. The effects of this dangerous work on mental health are complex. WHO (2005) is predicting that by 2020, stress can be a major cause of workplace ill health. It is well known that prolonged or intense stress can have a negative impact on an individual’s mental and physical health. Workers who are stressed are also more likely to be unhealthy, poorly motivated, less productive and less safe at work (WHO, 2003).

Prison officers are among the most stressful of all occupations. The risk of suicide among prison guards is 39% higher than the rest of the working age population. Prison
officers - compared to the general population - have been found to have significantly lower life spans and higher rates of alcoholism, suicide, heart attacks, ulcers, and hypertension. Nowadays, officers have a high level of responsibility for the care, safety, security and rehabilitation of prisoners. In addition, there are large individual differences in the response to stress i.e. two prison officers can react in completely different ways to the same stressor.

Prison officers experience a number of negative feelings and attitudes leading to depleted emotional states (emotional exhaustion) such as burnout. The burnout is a tendency toward depersonalization, which occurs as employees become frustrated with their job and less concerned for their clients and results in increasingly negative work related attitudes. Maslach’s model of burnout characterizes emotional exhaustion as depletion of emotional energy and a feeling that one’s emotional resources are inadequate to deal with the situation.

2. EMOST (Electro-Magnetic-Own-Signal-Treatment) treatments

EMOST method and natural-based low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic signals

There has been increasing evidence about the health-promoting outcomes of low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields (LFI-EMFs) that are able to initiate different healing processes. EMOST medical device can detect non-linear, low-frequency and intensity bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals (as ECG or EEG signals) from subjects’ skin by unique flat input/output electrodes. The collected signals are processed by computer of EMOST apparatus. The subjects are treated by processed signals originated from apparatus (signal density between 1 Hz - 1 MHz; intensity range is in natural pA mV). A particular feature of EMOST method - compared to most of electromagnetic equipments - is that the subjects’ own bioelectric- bioelectromagnetic signals that are detected from skin can be processed in natural analogue mode (non-digitalized). The special analogous process makes it possible that the biophysical information content of detected and back-transmitted electro-electromagnetic signal is much larger than in digitized methods (Figure 1). Next, analogue signals are radiated back, using a flat electrode radiator through various signal density/signal combinations, with some signal amplification (-20dB - +60dB), to the skin’s surface on the opposite side and extended by the higher range sounds of the signal (Figure 2).

![Figure 1. Differences of natural and synthesized (digitilatized) signals, or impulses](image-url)
Figure 2. The EMOST process
**EMOST method exerts its effect through the skin associated autonomous nervous system**

The innervated skin is an incredible complex system and the largest organ of the body with numerous very important functions that is linked to the peripheral sensory nervous system (PNS), the autonomous nervous system (ANS), and the central nervous system (CNS). There is growing evidence that the cutaneous peripheral nervous system has essential roles in skin homeostasis as well as in diseases. Cutaneous nerves can react to stimuli from the circulation and to emotions. There is evidence that autonomic nervous system serves as a major component in the emotion response. Moreover, the central nervous system is directly (through efferent nerves or CNS-derived mediators) or indirectly (through the adrenal glands or immune cells) linked to skin functions (Figure 3). It suggests that skin, as our largest organ, can represent stress related conscious and unconscious emotions directly by efferent nerves and mediators from CNS or indirectly by the adrenal glands or immune cells. The represented stress related conscious and unconscious emotions can affect on biochemical, bioelectrical and bioelectromagnetic patterns. It is very probable that EMOST method exerts its major effect through the skin associated autonomous nervous system (ANS), which offers a unique therapy for the treatment of a numbers of different disorders. EMOST exposition can modulate biochemical, bioelectrical, and bioelectromagnetic processes in the skin, and the modulated skin signals can affect the neuroendocrine system and modulate brain activity through ANS.

![Figure 3. Shematic illustration about complex communication between skin cells and the nervous system. Ach=acetylcholine, NA=noradrenaline, ACTH= Adrenocorticotropic hormone.](image)

**Why should be applied the EMOST method for prison officers and prisoners in prisons?**

Our many years experience indicated (that we have published in academic journals) the efficiency of EMOST treatments for improve mental and physical states, i.e. stress reduction, sleep problems, improved mood, increased concentration ability, among them. The EMOST method has also been applied successfully to reduce stress under catastrophic conditions for many subjects (Figure 4). We also reported some preliminary experiments regarding the effectiveness of single EMOST treatment on some stress related serum parameters such as uric acid, albumin, cortisol, C-reactive protein etc. As we could see above, sleep and stress (aggression) are central problems under prison conditions. The systematic and routine application of EMOST treatment is not only able to reduce aggression, but also able to maintain overall health in prisons. Finally, the application of EMOST in prisons can produce significant cost saving and improve general health conditions.
Figure 4. In June, 2010 the biggest flood hit Felsőzsolca, in Hungary. Our photos have been taken in Felsőzsolca. (A) EMOFT treatments of exhausted and stressed local residents, soldiers, firefighters. (B) Our car and local residents in a flooded street in Felsőzsolca, on June. 2010. (C) Residents used a boat to cross a flooded street in Felsőzsolca.
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We have had a health service contract between our Health Service and Your Company for around three years, to provide the preventive care, screening, and health needs of our members. During the last period of the staff took health services, which included medical tests after developing Personal Health Plans and treatments.

The treatments aimed at health prevention and rehabilitation, mainly:
- to improve physical well-being
- improving vital capacity
- treating post-traumatic stress
- other e.g. wound healing, digestion, allergies, pain relief

Recently many of our members took advantage of the advanced services. of your Health Service. Our members consider the service appropriate, effective and they are still being used.

Your professional commitment is demonstrated by being on demand at our events free of charge and by giving free presentation of your services. Hereby I would like to thank you for your work at our recent common successful introduction in Veszprém village (at Military Day).

I wish you good luck to your work, and I hope for further successful cooperation,
18.06.2012. Budapest, Hungary, EU

Dr. Miklós Rékai
managing director,
ARMY Independent Voluntary Health Insurance Fund
HONVÉD
Önkéntes Kölcsonös Kiegészítő
Egészségbiztosító Pénztár
1135 Budapest, Aba u. 4.

Dr. Erdőfi-Szabó Attila Ph.D.,
BioLabor Bioszifizikai- és Laboratóriumi Szolgáltató Kft.

Tisztelt Dr. Erdőfi-Szabó Úr!


A Pénztárunk és Önök között közel három éve áll fenn szolgáltatói szerződés, tagságunk megelőző ellátási, szűrési, egészségvédelmi igényének biztosítása érdekében. Az elmúlt időszak alatt az állomány magán egészségügyi szolgáltatásokat vett igénybe, melyek között orvosi vizsgálatokat követő személyes egészségtervek kialakítása és kezelések szerepeltek.

A kezelések egészségőrző és rehabilitációs célúak, melyek jellemzően:
- fizikai közézet javítás
- vitálkapacitás növelés
- post-traumás stressz kezelés
- egyéb, pl. sebgögyulás, emésztés, allergia, fájdalomcsökkentés.

Az elmúlt időszakban számos Pénztártagunk vette igénybe az Önök korszerű szolgáltatásait.
Tagjaink a szolgáltatást megfelelőnek, eredményesen találták, és jelenleg is folyamatosan igénybe veszik.

Szakmai elkötelezettségüket bizonyítja, hogy Pénztárunk rendezvényein, felkérésünkre Önön ellenszolgáltatás nélkül rendelkezésre állnak és tértisztmeses bemutatót tartanak szolgáltatásaikról.

Ezúton mondok köszönetet legutóbbi sikeres Veszprémi közös bemutatkozásunkon végzett munkájukért.


További sikeres együttműködést reményében,

Üdvözlettel:

Dr. Rékai Miklós
ügyvezető igazgató
Hungarian National Police and Provost Duties, Armed Marshalls Training Center (ORFK-KK) Marksman- and Tactical Units Training Department

approved by Simon Géza
director

Referring to your report of 15 November 2011 concerning the efficiency of EMOST treatments on the staff taking part in the training program for special units during the period of 4-7 October 2011, I congratulate you on the achieved results.

While consulted the staff about the treatment I got positive feedback on the treatment only. You managed to achieve development and measurable decrease of stress load in training circumstances.

Special congratulations on the proven results which exceeded your estimated rate.

I am delighted that the technology has been tested first in the world in the (Hungarian) National Police and Provost Duties, Armed Marshalls Training Center Marksman- and Tactical Units Training Department in lifelike mission environment, in real situations.

I wish you good luck to your work and to effective adaptation of your method.

28.11.2011, Budapest,

Zoltan Laszlo SZABÓ, Ret. Police Lieutenant-Colonel, Marksman- and Tactical Units Training Department Chief
Dr. Erdőfi-Szabó Attila Ph.D.,
BioLabor Biofizikai- és Laboratóriumi Szolgáltató Kft.

Tisztelt Dr. Erdőfi-Szabó Attila Úr!

Hivatkozva 2011.11.15-i Beszámolójára, melynek tárgya a 2011.10.04-07. időszakban kiképzési programon résztvevő speciális rendőri feladatokat ellátó állományon végrehajtott EMOST típusú kezelések eredményessége, gratulálók, hogy a megküldött eredményeket elérté.

Az állomány körében folytatott konzultáció során a kezeléssel kapcsolatban csak pozitív visszajelzést kaptam. Sikerült teljesítmény növekedést és mérhető stressz terhelés csökkenést elérniük kiképzési helyzetben.

Külön gratulálók ahhoz, hogy a tapasztalt eredmények felülmúlták az Önk által előre megbeesült mértéket, és örömmel tölt el, hogy az ORFK RSZKK intézményben lett a világon először tesztelve életszerű bevetési környezetben a technológia.

Munkájukhoz, és a módszer további eredményes alkalmazásához sok sikert kívánok,

Budapest. 2011.11.28.
TO: Dr. Erdő-Szabó Attila Ph.D.,
BioLabor Biofizikai- és Laboratóriumi Szolgáltató Kft
H-1122 Budapest Városmajor u. 20. I/20

SUBJECT: LETTER OF APPRECIATION

DATE: 18 JUNE 2012

Dear Professor, dear Attila,

Congratulation to your scientific results, which were recently published in Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine (2012.VI, DOI: 10.3109/15368378.2012.681823). I see it as a great prospective in future not-yet-conventional training and rehabilitation processes.

With the hope of further successful cooperation I wish you all the best!

Lieutenant Colonel Robert BALAZS MD
Lessons Learned Branch
Acting Chief
Dr Beatrix SKURDENKA
Specialist physician, factory doctor, ambulance doctor, general practitioner, gastroenterologist and practice in the field of cardiology
BUDAPEST – HUNGARY – EUROPEAN UNION

Subject: Medical opinion

I have been working within the frame of service of BioLabor since 2009, mainly in the field of medical visits and factory medical audit. During inspections I often experience accumulated complaints of patients, in such cases I suggest comprehensive change of life-style and also solutions helping self-regeneration in view of the results of treatment.

As I have the chance to examine the changes of condition, the visible efficiency of treatments and statement of subjects aroused my interest, and I got to know the biological-biophysical impact mechanism of the treatment, the EMOST treatment method of Biolabor from Attila Dr. Erdőfi-Szabó managing director, developer, and I have carried out treatments since January 2010.

Summary of my experience

1. Psychological overload, stress, lethargy (37 subjects)

   During inspections I experienced significant distress status, significant underregulation of dopamine, increased level of cortisol, typically high value of blood pressure and insufficient activity of the heart, typically respiratory disorders, hypoventillation, and also hypercapnia. On the first occasion of the series of treatments so-called Happy-Cocktail (#1) directed at the central nervous system. I gave a 45-minute treatment, after a short time at rest subjects typically reach the deep sleep phase, their breathing gets balanced, they are calm during the treatment. Their behaviour after treatment is typical of awakening, the second treatment occurs after a week.

   During the second treatment there are two types of experience with subjects. Less change can be experienced in case of those whose body is presumably dehydrated due to low water intake. Those subject whose water intake is proportional to the body weight, typically mention increased tranquillity, meanwhile higher vitality and increased vital performance. The second treatment, Happy Cocktail (#2) is mainly directed at the neurotransmitters and the limbic system, length of treatment 45 ins in both cases. During the treatment subjects are at rest, they require less conversation, I draw their attention to the importance of water intake.

   Experience at arrival to the third treatment is typically decrease of mood swings and increasing comfort, so the third, fourth and fifth treatment is carried out in the previously standardized way, in weekly rhythm, and then I check the changes of status. After the series of treatments subjects are usually in a more favourable steady state compared to that before the treatment, their stress level has
considerably improved, the level of dopamine and cortisol is typically better, symptoms of dispnea has considerably decreased, their mood and vitality has gotten better which they usually attribute to the treatments. In my opinion this method of treatment proves to be really effective in the treatment of stress which has remarkable guarding and preventive effect in point of stress risks and their adverse effects.

2. Accumulated complaints (56 subjects)

I experience in a lot of cases that the regulation of the body is unstable, under- and overfunctioning, compensation often occur just like hormonal and circulational processes. In case of experiencing morbidity and distress appearing among risk factors I carry out a comprehensive treatment named Maxi-Vital that improves well-being.

Behaviour of subjects during treatment is typically the same as introduced above so I would rather not repeat myself.

This series of treatments is central nervous system/anti-stress indicated for the first two times, then directed at metabolism, circulation, immunity; on the whole it is comprehensive, health improving purpose, requiring altogether five treatments. According to my experience improvement of homeostasis can be well demonstrated in the changes of status, significantly occurring improving measured values (circular efficiency, improvement of heart function, decrease of metabolic disorders) and improving well-being of subjects. In my opinion this series of treatments can greatly improve the chance of healing, regenerative ability, decreasing risks and adverse effects so in case of accumulated complaints this method can greatly improve the results of other therapies.

3. Own experience

Occasionally I also avail myself of the treatments, its stable stress reducing effect is really favourable for me, I also experience improvement of concentration and my vital capacity has considerably increased. It seems that the achieved results are overally capable of improving the subsystems and the overall body, so I started a series of treatments based on each other.

Summary

Based on the significant favourable changes of status I suggest this method for reducing stress risks and improving the chance of healing morbidity, presumably improving therapeutical efficiency, preserving and improving health, targeted treatments after researches controlled among clinical circumstances.

Date: Budapest, 14.03.2011

Dr Bea SKURDENKA, (speaks in english)
Tel.: +36 20 594 5050
Dr. Skurdenka Beatrix

Belgyógyász szakorvos, üzemorvos, mentőorvos, háziorvos, gasztroenterológus, és kardiológiai szakirányú gyakorlat
BUDAPEST

Tárgy: Orvosi vélemény

2009-óta dolgozom a BioLabor cég szolgáltatói körében, főként orvosi vizítek és üzemorvosi vizsgálatok terén. Az állapotfelmérések során nagy gyakorisággal tapasztalom a paciensek halmozott panaszait, ilyenkor javaslok átfogó életmód változtás és a kezelési eredmények ismeretében ön-regenerációt segítő megoldásokat is.

Mivel módom van az állapot változásokat is vizsgálni, a kezelések látható hatékonyságai és az alanyok nyilatkozatai felkeltették az érdeklődésemet, és Erdő-Szabó Attila ügyvezetőtől, fejlesztőtől megismertem a kezelés biológiai-biofiziológiai hatásmechanizmusát, a BioLabor EMOST kezelési módszertét, majd 2010 januárjától magam is kezeléseket folytatok.

Tapasztalataim összegzése

1. Pszichés túlterheltség, stressz, lehtargia (37 alany)

Az alanyoknál az állapotfelmérések kor jelentős di-stressz állapotokat tapasztaltam, jelentős dopamin alulszabályozottág, kortizol szint emelkedést, jellemzően magas vérnyomás értékeket és szívműködési elégtelenségeket, jellemzően légzési zavarokat, hipoventilációt, hipercapniát is. A kezelés sorozat első alkalmával központi idegrendszerre irányuló ún. Happy-Cocail (1.) 45 percces kezelést adtam, az alanyok rövid idő után, nyugalmi állapotban jellemzően mélytömus alvásállapotba kerülnek, légzésük kiegyensúlyozottá válik, a kezelési idő alatt nyugodtak. A kezelés befejezével az ébredésre jellemzőek a viselkedésformák, a második kezelés egy hét múlva történik.

A második kezelési alkalommal az alanyoknál kétfajta tapasztalat van. Azoknál, akiknél a jellemző alacsony vízbevitel miatt a szervezet vélhetően dehidráló, ott kevéssé tapasztalható változás. Azoknál az alanyoknál, akiknél a vízbevitel a testtömeggel arányos, ők jellemzően fokozott nyugodtságot, mindközben nagyobb vitalitást és fokozott vitális teljesítményt említetek. A második kezelés a Happy-Cocail (2.) főként a neuro-transmitterekre és a limbikus (hippocampus) rendszerre irányul, kezelési idő mk. 45 perc, a kezelés alatt az alanyok nyugodt állapotba, beszélgetést kevésbé igényelnek, a vízfogyasztás fontosságára a figyelmüket felhívom.

A harmadik kezelésre érkezők tapasztalata jellemzően a hanglelt engedős csökkentése és a javuló közérzet, így a harmadik és negyedik, ötödik kezelés az előre standardizált módon folyik, heti ritmusban, azt követően ellenőrzőm az állapotváltozásokat. A kezelés sorozat befejezével az alanyok jellemzően kedvezőbb egyensúlyi állapotban vannak a kezelést megelőzőhöz képest, stressz
szintjük jelentősen javult, dopamin és kortizol szint jellemzően javult, légzsomj tűnetek jelentősen csökkentek, kedélyállapotuk és vitalitásuk javult, melyet jellemzően a kezeléseknek tudnak be. Véleményem szerint, e kezelési mód igen hatásosnak bizonyul stressz kezelésében, mely jelentős óvó és preventív hatású a stressz kockázatok és szövődményeik tekintetében.

2. Halmozott panaszok (56 alany)

Sok esetben tapasztalom, hogy a szervezet szabályozottsága labilis, alul- és túlműködés, kompenzációk gyakoriak, hasonlóan mint a hormonális és keringési folyamatok. Amennyiben kóros állapotok is tapasztalhatók és mindezek mellett a di-stressz is megjelenik a kockázatok között, úgy átfogó, Maxi-Vitál c. közerzet javító kezelést folytatok le.

A kezelések során az alanyok viselkedései jellemzően azonosak az előzőben bemutatottal, így az ismétlésétől eltérnek.

Ez a kezelés sorozat első két alkalommal központi idegrendszer/anti-stressz indikációjú, majd anyagcsere, oxigén felvétel, keringés, immunitás irányú, összességében átfogó egészség fejlesztő célú, összesen őt kezelést igénylő. Tapasztalataim szerint jól demonstrálható az állapotváltozásban a homeosztázius javulása, szignifikánsan jelentkeznek a javuló mért értékek (mergingési hatékonyság, szívütemkodéi folyamatok javulása, anyagcsere zavar enyhülése) és az alanyok kedvező közérzeti állapot javulásai is. Véleményem szerint ez a kezelés-sorozat jelentősen javíthat a gyógyulási esélyeken, a regenerációs képességen, kockázatok és szövődmények csökkenésében, így halmozott panaszok esetében ez a módszer más terápiák eredményeit nagyban javíthatja.

3. Saját tapasztalat

Alkalmom adtán kezeléseket magam is igénybe veszek, számonra igen kedvező a stabil stressz csökkentő hatása, koncentráció javulást is tapasztalok és a vitálkapacitásom is jelentősen megnőtt, az elért hatások úgy tűnik egészben képesek a szervezet alrendszereit és összességét javítani, ezért szisztematikusan egymásra épülő kezelés sorozatba kezdtem.

Összefoglalás

A számonra szignifikáns kedvező állapotváltozások alapján, ezt a módszer javaslok stressz kockázatok csökkentésére és kóros állapotok gyógyulási esélyének javítására, terápiák hatékonyságának véltétt javítására, egészségfőzésre és egészség fejlesztésre, klinikai körülmények között ellenőrzött kutatások után célirányos kezelésekre.

Kelt, Budapest, 2011.03.14.

Dr. Skurdenka Beatrix
Tel.: +36 20 594 5050
Recovery from irritable bowel syndrome after seven years. Anamnesis: Man of 28 years, with IBS diagnosed seven years ago, psychological disturbances, progressive complaints of psychosomatic origin. Subject has been suffering from discomfort due to his illness, he can bear his transportation while travelling to the family owned venture only with parental help, by car. Due to his incontinence he has solved other journeys by parental toilet exploration and "toilet map" for years. This psychological load intensifies his complaints, complaints intensify his psychological load as a cycle, he has difficulties in building relationships due to his illness, furthermore he is not able to keep his partners. Parent comes across the method of Biolabor in the family-owned venture, in a photocopy shop. Afterwards they come for consultation and to take part in a free of charge trial. Indication: the first area is psychological unloading, the second target area is release of erosion in the bowel wall, regeneration of intestinal mucous membrane and regulation of its pH value, then the third target area is the improvement of the digestion process, hereby improvement, reactivation of the alimentary tract and absorption of alimentary substances.

Treatments take place in turns, on a weekly basis. During the first treatment he falls asleep, his parents receive it with curiosity. During the second treatment subject and parents tell that he feels and sleeps more comfortable. Right after the second treatment no stimulus of defecation occur any more. Before the third treatment the experience of the last two weeks indicate favourable changes, the frequency of defecation, faecal retention disorders falls nearly by half. After the third treatment he goes home alone by public transport. Before the fourth treatment an account is given about the experience of the last three weeks according to which his well-being has greatly improved, his inhibitions has decreased, respectively they do not occur, his taste and salivary excretion has become more intensive, his elimination is free of complaints. He arrives alone at the fifth treatment, talking about remarkable improvement, he is calmer and feels better, his faecal retention has become more controlled, controllable. Before the sixth treatment he talks about his experience in the last five weeks according to which his fears and worries have improved a lot due to the improvement of elimination, faecal retention; he reckons only one or two further treatments as reasonable "just to be on the safe side". Today, on 15th September 2010, on the day of the seventh treatment subject is completely calm, being in a psychologically unloaded state during the treatment, giving a healthy impression. Based on his account he "feels completely well", his previous experience of discomfort appear rather as memorials, however he can naturally get by them. The subject and his parents express that his load seems to end after several years of discomfort, secludedness, bad quality of life, and the method of BioLabor meant a solution for the subject (Zoltán) in his recovery from irritable bowel syndrome.

MEDICAL OPINION

I got acquainted with the proprietary development method of BioLabor in 2007, and I have been a devotee of it since then. Based on my experience of several hundreds of patients I can say this self-regeneration stimulating method (EMOST) can be really useful for both the science of medicine and patients. I am convinced that human beings can heal themselves just as they can make themselves ill. This method works as a mirror. It seems it can confront the body with the ongoing biological processes, so it can facilitate re-checking of processes being behind the regeneration pace, self-regulation, self-recovery, homeostasis, and this is a great success.
Mrs Csűrös Dr Veronika Hajda
Parmaceutist, Naturopath-fitotherapist, Homeopathic consultant
Budapest - Hungary – European Union

Subject: Medical opinion

Dear enquirer,

I have used the equipment developed by BioLabor since 2007, the reason of my purchase was my receptiveness of modern equipments and supplementing allopathic therapies to increase their efficiency.

I can regard the efficiency of the method successful until today, mainly in case of chronic diseases where the conventional protocol could not reach sufficient recovery results. According to my experience the equipment provides outstanding results mainly in the improvement of the regulation system of the body, both in chronic and acute, stagnant stages.

Summary of my experience:

1. In case of sleeping disturbance, insomnia (267 subjects)
   4-5 treatments, carried out with a weekly frequency, are typically enough to reduce chronic problems remarkably, or to cease them. After the first, second treatment subjects experience improvement of their mood, a favourable change in their psychological state, improved metabolic process, and balanced circadian rhythm. After the completion of treatments their complaints are significantly reduced, typically ceased, their social and interpersonal relations get normal. According to my experience subjects preserve the state they reached also in the long run after the series of treatments, or rather their state often even improves after the series of treatments.

2. In case of allergy, irritation (158 subjects)
   Subjects typically suffer from several symptoms of irritation, allergy with more complaints at the same time. I start the treatments with stress relieving treatment which means 2-3 treatments, followed by natural and unknown antigen treatments every week, altogether 4-6 times. During the treatment moderate diet and increased water intake is suggested. (25 body kilogram/1 litre of water) According to my experience the stress relieving treatments already reduce complaints which refers to the psychoneuro-immunological connections, psychosomatic effect. After finishing the series of treatments a significant part of subjects is free of complaints, the remaining small fraction needs nutritional immune intolerance test presuming enzyme disorders. I find the method outstanding in case of children with asthma bronchiale, atypic dermatitis. This is the point where I have to remark that I appreciate the Social Responsibility program of Biolabor, the caritative, free of charge treatment of children under ten years old is exemplary and unfortunately necessary.

3. In case of persistent mood disorder, lethargy (307 subjects)
   During my experience subjects get to the status of persistent mood disorder and lethargy in conjunction with metabolic and regulational disorders. Complaints are accompanied by sleeping disorders and also characterized by digestive, elimination disorders. I always start the treatments with stress relieving treatment, then I carry out both the sleeping disorder and digestive program once.
Based on the experience gained during these treatments I follow the treatments with mood disorder and Happy Cocktail program, typically 4-5 times on a weekly basis. Based on the last years the method is exceptionally indicated in such cases, subjects usually give an account of stable favourable changes, their drug addiction is considerably reduced, their social relations improve, their psychological status gets normal. It belongs to my opinion while the equipment helps to get over the "dead point", it is also necessary to settle the root causes, but then this method gives an appropriate psychological method.

4. Incontinence, elimination disorders (156 subjects)
The service of Biolabor's equipment provided in this field reaches success in such an area where there is no real alternative. Subjects usually arrive with several parallel symptoms, psychological/mood disorders, sleeping disorders, neurological overload and in many cases drug overload that have an effect on the sensitivity to stimuli, steroidal regulation, resistance. I always start the treatments with stress relieving treatment, then I carry out the series of incontinence treatment which means altogether 4 occasions on a weekly basis. In case the expected result is late during the treatment then I supplement it with stress relieving treatment and sleeping disorder program, so typically the expected favourable result can be achieved by 2-3 further treatments. In case of elimination disorders (chronic constipation) after 2-3 targeted treatments the equipment usually helps the regulation, correction of peristalsis, intestinal mucosa, hydration, reducing complaints by self-regulation.

5. Other experience:
- Conception program: In case of conception difficulties I suggest an allergy test for the mother in the first place. In case it exists then first I give a stress relieving (central nervous system, limbic balance, amygdala, hypophisis) treatment, followed by 4-5 targeted antiallergic program and I suggest the increase of fluid intake. After the treatments in the week of ovulation I start the Conception program which means 5 treatments, including estradiol, FSH, neurotransmitter balance, after which we usually reach the goal within two or three months in 70-80% of the cases.

- Children: According to my experience the treatments of children are really effective. 2-3 shorter targeted treatments are typically enough for a considerable improvement. The immune system strengthening programs are given with great efficiency to children getting into community, their healing time gets considerably shorter and they become comparatively more resistant. After 1-2 treatments hyperactive children generally calm down, become well-socialized, their emotions get more stable. In case of inhibited, fearsome children 3-4 mood improving treatments are enough for the change, and an accompanying results is that their vitality, appetite and activity improves, and their resistance also increases.

As a summary, I find the equipment and the method appropriate to reach the above mentioned goals, to help the self-healing mechanism of the body, to reduce chronic disorders.

Budapest, 6th May 2011

Mrs Csűrös Dr Veronika Hajda
Tel.: +36 30 999 99 47 (speaks in english)
Tisztelet Érdeklődő!

2007-óta alkalmazok BioLabor által fejlesztett készüléket, vásárlásom oka a modern eszközök iránti fogékonyság és az allopatiás terápiák kiegészítése volt, a hatékonyság fokozása érdekében.

A mai napig sikernek könyvelhetem el a módszer hatékonyságát, főként a krónikus betegségek esetében, ahol a konvencionális protokoll nem érte el a megfelelő gyógyulási eredményeket. Tapasztalatom szerint a készülék főként a szervezet regulációs rendszerének javítása érdekében sikeres.

Tapasztalataim összegzése:

1. Alvás zavar, inszomnia esetében (267 alany)
   Jellemzően 4-5 kezelés elégéges a krónikus panaszok jelentős enyhítésére, megszüntetésére, melyet heti gyakorisággal hajtak végre. Az első, második kezelést követően az alanyok tapasztalják a közérzet javulását, a pszichés állapot kedvező változását, anyagcsere és ismeretinél is javulnak, cirkadián ritmust kiegylvensúlyozódnak. A kezelések befejezésével a panaszok igen jelentős mértékben enyhülnek, jellemzően elnyülnek, szociális és interperszonális viszonyuk normalizálódnak. Tapasztalatom szerint a kezelés sorozatot követően az alanyok hosszú távon is megőrizik az elért állapotukat, illetve a kezelés sorozat után még állapotjavulás is is gyakori.

2. Allergia, irritáció esetében (158 alany)
   Az alanyok jellemzően több panasszal egyidőben szenvednek az irritáció, allergia több tünetével. A kezeléseket stresszoldó kezeléssel kezdem, ez 2-3 kezelést jelent, majd természettes és ismeretlen antigénes kezelést hajtják végre, heti gyakorisággal, összesen 4-6 alkalommal. A kezelési idő alatt mérsékelt diéta, és fokozott vízgazdasztás javallott (mk. 25 testkg/1 liter víz). Tapasztalataim szerint a stresszoldó kezelések már enyhítik a panaszokat, ez utal a pszicho-neuro-immunológiai összefüggésekre, pszichoszomatikus ráhatásra. A kezelés-sorozat befejezésével az alanyok jelentős hányada mentes a panaszoktól, a fennmaradó kis hányaduk élet – alapanyag immun intolerancia vizsgálatra szorul enzimhiány védelmével. Kimagaslónak találom a módszert a gyermekes esetében, asthma bronchiale, atipusos dermatitis panaszoknál, itt kell megjegyezni, hogy a BioLabor Társadalmi Felelősségvállalási programját méltatom, a tíz év alatti gyermekes karitatív –dijmentes kezelése példaértékű és sajnos szükségszerű.

3. Tartós kedélyzavar, lethargia esetében (307 alany)
   Tapasztalataim során az alanyok anyagcsere és regulációs zavarokkal és pszichés terhekkel együtt jutnak el a tartós kedélyzavar és lethargia állapotába. A panaszok velejárója az alvás zavar és a jellemző emésztési, urízati zavar is. A kezeléseket minden esetben stresszoldó kezeléssel kezdem, majd az alvás zavar és emésztési programot hajtjom végre egy-egy alkalommal.
Az e kezelések alatt szerzett tapasztalatok alapján folytatom a kezeléseket kedélyzavar és Happy Coctail n. programmal, jellemzően 4-5 alkalommal, heti gyakorisággal. Az elmúlt évek alapján a számonma kielégedő ilyen indikációra a módszer, az alanyok jellemzően stabil kedvező eredményekről számolnak be, gyógyszerfűggésük jelentősen lecsökken, szociális kapcsolataik javulnak, pszichés állapotuk normalizálódik. E véleményemhez tartózkik, hogy míg a készülék segít a „holtponton” átbillenni, a kiváltó okok rendezésére is szükség van, ehhez viszont megfelelő pszichés hátteret nyújt e módszer.

4. Vizeleltartás, ürítési zavar (156 alany)
A BioLabor készülék ezen a téren nyújtott szolgáltatása olyan területen ér el sikereket, amiben igazán nincs alternatíva. Az alanyok jellemzően több párhuzamos tünettel, pszichés/közérzeti zavarokkal, alvásszavarral, idegrendszeri túlterheltséggel, és sok esetben gyógyszer túlterheltségével erőkéznek, melyek kihiassával vannak az inger érzékenységre, szteroidális szabályzásra, rezisztenciára. A kezeléseket minden esetben stresszoldó kezeléssel kezdem, majd az Inkontinencia kezelés sorozatot hajtom végre, ami összesen 4 kezelési alkalmat jelent, heti rendszerességgel. Amennyiben a kezelések során a várt eredmény késik, úgy kiegészítem a stresszoldó kezeléssel, illetve alvás zavar programmal, így jellemzően további 2-3 kezeléssel előhívom a várt kedvező végeredmény. Ürítési zavarok (krónikus székrekedés) esetén a készülék jellemzően 2-3 célirányos kezelést követően segíti a perisztartika, bélnyálka hátránya, hidratáció szabályzását, korrekcióját, a panaszok ön-regulcióval való csökkentését.

5. Egyéb tapasztalatok:
- Fogantatási program: A gyermekvállalási nehézségek esetén elsőként az anya allergia vizsgálatát javaslom. Amennyiben az fennáll, elsőként stresszoldó (központi idegrendszer, limbikus egyensúly, amigdala, hipofízis) kezelést adok, majd 4-5 célzott, anti-allergia programot hajtok végre és a bevitt folyadék mennyiség fokozatosan javaslom. A kezelések befeléjellel a túszőrepedés hetében megkezdem a Fogant c. programot, amely 5 kezelést jelent, benne ösztradiol, FSH, neurotranszmitter egyensúly, melyek után az esetek 70-80 százalékkában két három hónapon belül jellemzően sikereket érünk el.

- Gyermek: Tapasztalatom szerint a gyermek kezelései igen eredményesek. Jellemzően 2-3 rövideből idejű célirányos kezelés elégséges a jelentős javuláshoz. A közösségbe kerülni gyermeknek nagyon jó hatásokkal adjuk az immunerősítő célú programokat, a gyógyulási idejük jelentősen rövidül, és összehasonlíthatóan ellenállóbbá válunk. Hiperaktív gyermek esetén 1-2 kezelést követően általánosan megnyugszanak, jól szocializálódnak, érzelmeik stabilabbá válannak. Gátalos, félénk gyermek esetében a 3-4 kedély javító kezelés kellő eredményű a változásba, vele járó eredmény, hogy vitalitásuk, étvágyuk, és aktivitásuk is javul, ellenálló képességük is javul.

Összefoglalva, a Készüléket és a módszert megfelelőnek találom a fenti célok elérésére, a szervezet öngyógyító mechanizmusának segítésére, krónikus panaszok csökkentésére.


Csűrösné Dr. Hajda Veronika
Tel.: +36 30 999 99 47
Dr. Horváth Julianna
Közegészségtag-Járványtan szakorvos

Orvosi vélemény

2007 óta dolgozom BioLabor által fejlesztett EMOST típusú, Elektro Mágneses Saját Jel Kezeléssel. Ezen időszak alatt, mintegy 1850 esetben, rendszeresen eredményes kezeléseket folytattam számos idült állapot esetén, ezek:

pszichikai stressz és idegrendszeri zavarok (890), krónikus fáradtság (320), allergia (170), emészttés (160), gyomor- és bélrendszeri zavarok (180), légzési zavarok (80), pajzsmirigy működési zavar (50). Tapasztalatom szerint jellemzően 4–5 célirányos kezelés elégséges, majd 1 hónap és 2 hónap múlva ismétlő, ú. n. emlékeztető kezelés megfelelő a hosszantartó hatáshoz.

Itt most részletezni kívánom a következő típusú kezeléseket is:

Fejfájás, krónikus migrén (21 alany):

migrénes és vegyes típusú fejfájások esetében egyaránt folytattam kezeléseket. Jellemzően 5-6 alapkezelés és általában 2-max 3 utókezelés szükséges a panaszok megszüntetéséhez. A kúrált a pszichés egyensúly javításával kezdem, majd az érval és a keringés nyomását oldom, könnyíttem a központi idegrendszer túl terheltségét, végül görcsöldő, ellazuló, elengedő programot adok.

Hipofízis működési zavar, menstruációs panaszokkal (9 alany):


Aranyér (17 alany):

Az alanyok vérző, fájdalmas aranyeres panaszokkal jelentkeztek. A belsőzakasz gyulladásának csökkentésével, a vérzéses állapot megszüntetésével a fájdalom 3 kezelés után elmarad. A 4.-7. kezelés alatt beindul a regeneráció. Az alanyok jellemzően min. 1 évig teljesen panszmentesek maradtak. Ismételt rövidített kezeléssel ez az állapot folyamatosan fenntartható.

Érdekesség:

3 fő, 5-7 év közötti gyermeket kezeltem köldöksérvel. Kezelésük során oldottam a szöveti blokádokat. Szöveti irányítás szinkronizálására, sejtregenerációra irányuló programot alkalmaztam. Kezeltem a kötőszövet krónikus folyamatait, illetve stimuláltam a sejtsszintű anyagcsere az EMOST segítségével. A kezeléseket 4-7 alkalommal végeztem, minek eredményeként a szövetek záródtak, a műtéti indikáció megszőnt.

Összességében rendkívül elégedett vagyok a módszer eredményeivel, és azok tartósságával.

Dr. Horváth Julianna, s.k.,
Székesfehérvár, +36 30 463 44 57
**Iringó Ingrid Tankó** 14th Nov 2009 brain damage at birth, (birth stroke), birth hypoxia, muscle, Pier Robin syndrome diagnosed at the age of 2 months.

- Breathing, muscular spasm, visual and audial reflex, lack of pharyngeal reflex, pulmonary atrophy, faint, hardly viable status.

**No. of EMOST™ treatments:**

1. treatment on 19.06., XXXX, pneumonia, 339, digestion, oxygen intake.
2. 340, 366, 403, 339
3. 340, 366, 403, 339
4. 340, 341, 366, 403, 339

**Experience until now:**

Parents: “Her breathing is calmer, her eye-sight is better, better reaction to stimuli. The hearing reflex improved, she reacts even from 2 meter far. There is no change in pharyngeal reflex. Her parents reckon the apperance of visual-audial reflex as a really favourable change. Her mood is better, the need of creating relationships appeared. Her mother is reading and after her song she seems to express pleasure, her grasp became stronger. According to the child’s physician, Dr Julcsi Seres, the symptoms of muscle atrophy is not detectable, no change can be perceived in the coordination of the limbs. Holding of the head and neck appeared for a short time, 5 minutes continuously, she can hold it again after a short rest. Her defecation improved, its consistence improved, being attributed to tasting on the tongue as well. The result of moving the child on the ground is that she can roll around alone for almost an hour which she likes. It can be declared that her fitness, concentration, mood and abilities have greatly improved since the treatments carried out by EMOST, 'it can be regarded as GREAT result compared to the beginning'. The parents stated that the family got a chance to step over the dead point of shock and hopelessness.

Dated: Sepsiszentgyörgy 05.08.2011.”

Romania, EU
2009


1. Well’s 06.18-én, oromfó, taktikai, 339, évente, oxigenhely
2. 340, 366, 403, 339
3. –
4. 341, 341, 366, 403, 339

Eddigi tapadalak:
1. Legyőz yugorodhat, lebben jobb ingimison, mennyi reagál.
2. Valós halló, 2 m-völ is mennyi reagál. Nyelvnevek nem láthatók. Pándorok a látás, hallás, reflex negyedével ezen kordes változatokat ítélünk.
3. Kedvezett, kaposzta tetőz, igye megjelenik
4. Újabba olcsó és értékesenában, minden tetőzést gondosítanak. A Többségi összetétel, Ószáj biztosan mindegy, ha nem változik.

Eddigi tapadalak:
1. Legyen yugorodhat, lebben jobb ingimison, mennyi reagál.
2. Valós halló, 2 m-völ is mennyi reagál. Nyelvnevek nem láthatók. Pándorok a látás, hallás, reflex negyedével ezen kordes változatokat ítélünk.
3. Kedvezett, kaposzta tetőz, igye megjelenik
4. Újabba olcsó és értékesenában, minden tetőzést gondosítanak. A Többségi összetétel, Ószáj biztosan mindegy, ha nem változik.
A míttele pontos, olyan jóvát, hogy előzetes érvelések nem feltétlenül is befolytjön. A rendszer természetesen megtartja eredetét, ha az összes ideig összehangolt fogadása, amit tehát nem. Végül ahol lehetővé a lehetőség, koncentrációja, kedvez és képessége az EMOSZ konferencia összefoglaló jelentésében, a munka kiemelhető, hogy a család és ezt kapta, hogy kétként feladható a sodrott és növőkévaló részének.

Közben a jövő november 2011.08.05.

Képes

Téli

Kačka Kati László
075 211 81 30

Taylor

Tâlka Vasile
094 111 76 80

Várkonyi László
076 246 32 60

Orecchi
Recovery from stigmatic double consciousness

“Recovery from stigmatic double consciousness after nine years. Anamnesis: Twenty-four year old man (resident of Siófok), double consciousness diagnosed nine years ago, subdepression, superficial injuries of stigmatic characteristic on the skin below the shoulder blades, furthermore signs of other injuries not caused by himself (medical evidence), constant nightmares, asocialization, ochlophobia, living alone with his mother, declared to be unemployable due to psychological causes. During personal consultation he has a distant look, he is under the effects of antidepressants, avital, of weak concentration, his manifestations indicate increased sensitivity to stimuli while evoking his experiences. He was directed to Prof. Dr Ágnes Valló psychotherapist, behaviour therapist, university teacher, based on his personality disorder and psychological status, where searching a different treatment became necessary after two psychotherapeutic treatments.

Parent (Szilvia) applied for the treatment of his son as a trial in August 2010. Indication: the treatments affected two areas. The first one is psychological load, depression, phobia and asocialization, in the direction of inhibition, the other targeted direction affected the processing of stimuli, the neurovegetative system, mainly the parasympathetic (perception of stimuli) and sympathtic (reactions to stimuli) regulation and the controllability of neurotransmitters. The targeted treatments were carried out on alternating areas on a weekly basis. After the second treatment subject and parent gave an account of improving mood, reduced frequency of lethargic and depressive periods experienced during the first week. During the second week his mood improves even further, he leaves the house for the first time after nine years and takes a walk in the garden. After the third treatment he has the first undisturbed sleep, on the fourth week he pays attention to his clothing. He takes a short walk in the centre of Siófok, on the promenade (at the end of August, in peak season) accompanied by his parents. After the fifth treatment he feels calm and confident enough to travel ALONE by train from Siófok to Budapest for his sixth treatment and then back home. This imbues both his parents and the treating staff with delight and excitement. Before the treatment he talks about the overall favourable changes, settling of his emotions and giving up taking certain antidepressants, appearance of enthusiasm. His manifestations are controlled, reflexes can be evaluated, are adequate, his behaviour is stable. After omitting one week he arrives to the seventh treatment alone by train again, giving and showing the impression of a young man with a healthy psyche. Answering a question he claims that he feels to be cured, he has desires, longing for relationship, fellowship, he think with love of his relationship with his parents and wants to be active, useful. Today, on 15th September 2010 we could present the story of a cured person, his release of stigmatic double consciousness and bipolar depression, ochlophobia, with the application of electromagnetic own signal therapy (EMOST) of BioLabor (Dr.Erdőfi-Szabo), with contribution of subject and parents, with common success and delight.”

Prof. Dr Ágnes Valló
+36 30 981 6332
Declaration of subject:

Paranoid schizophrenia

“My illness is paranoid schizophrenia. One if its characteristic is that the patient is not aware of the illness. I was told by several people (before the treatment of biolabor) that my speech was incoherent. For me it did not seem incoherent at all, indeed I spoke very logically, but there were things I did not dare to talk about openly so I tried to circumscribe them with other words, and if people had taken trouble over concentrating on my message and followed my speech from the very beginning, then the hidden content of my speech would have been made up. My speech was slow and discontinuous because I continuously rephrased my real message into a version that can be hardly understood by criminals. At least at the time I had on my brain that by making the comprehensibility of my sentences more difficult I can avoid ill-intentioned people hurting me.

I have an idea about the cause of development of my illness. According to others this coherent logic is nothing else but the irrational thinking arising from my illness. According to my idea the symptoms of schizophrenia appeared within me when I was buried under the ground. I have not known about it for years but there is an explanation for this as well. According to me psychiatrists oppressed this memory in me, so it was easier to bear it. I was very colloquial with people before my illness, everybody knew and liked me in the hostel, I laughed and made others laugh a lot. Then I suddenly sank in myself. One of my classmates even made a remark that in the summer the UFOs had taken me with themselves and brought me back ruined. I could not explain to him why I had become so speechless, because these memories had been oppressed in me by then.

I started to get used to the situation when in a summer the thing that only happens in movies according to other people, happened again, I was buried again and cut very badly. From that time I dove into myself so much that I don’t even remember what I did, what I spoke with whom and how I lived my life after the healing of my injuries. I took my school leaving exam nearly unconsciously and I went through a technical institute.

Later I began to take part in the treatments of Biolabor. The psychologist with whom I am in contact, told me that my speech was more complex and it was not as incoherent as it used to be. What I feel myself is that I am less often in depressive ascetic state. Before the treatment I was continuously depressed. After the treatment only in such cases when something important was a failure. I think I talk more and more to my friends. I used to be like a brainless vegetable. I am not a popular sanguine character even today but I have taken a road towards improvement due to the biolabor treatments.

Dated: 25.11.2010 17:26, Musztafa A.M.”

Thanks giving graphic by Musztafa
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS:
Single EMOST treatment effect on electrocardiogram and the serum concentration of urea, albumin, cortisol, chloride, CPK, TSH, and CRP

UNDER REVIEW

We performed some preliminary experiments on twelve members of our BioLabor regarding the effectiveness of single EMOST treatment on some serum parameters and electrocardiogram (ECG). ECG results did not show statistic significant improvement after single EMOST treatment. In contrast, some serum factor such as uric acid, albumin, cortisol, chloride, Creatine phosphokinase (CPK), Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), C-reactive protein (CRP) indicated some remarkable changes following one treatment.

Cortisol, TSH, CRP, and CPK serum concentrations were reduced in the most of us. The albumin concentration usually showed a slight decrease and the uric acid concentration increased in almost all cases. Chloride level of serum showed a slight increase in almost every case. Of course, these few preface experiments have no great importance, but indicate EMOST treatment may reduce stress factors and affect on the redox/free radical processes as numerous studies reported regarding to the effect of low-frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields.

For example, cortisol levels were decreased in most of the members of our BioLabor after one EMOST treatment. Cortisol is a (glucocorticoid) steroid hormone that produced by the adrenal cortex in response to stress (Inslicht et al., 2011). Its major functions are, among them, to increase blood sugar through gluconeogenesis and suppress the immune system, but recent studies revealed that glucocorticoids (cortisol) have both stimulatory and suppressive effects on immune responses that are dependent on the GC concentration (Yeager et al., 2008).

Uric acid concentration increased in almost all cases after single EMOST treatment. However, uric acid is strong reducing agents (electron donors) and potent antioxidants (Warning, 2002). In humans, about the half the antioxidant ability of blood plasma comes from uric acid (Maxwell et al., 1997).

Chloride level also showed a slight increase in almost every case. Chloride is a prominent negatively charged ion in the blood, where it represents about 70% of the body’s total negative ion content. However, chloride level has essential role of blood pH value that can influence pH-dependent redox/free radical processes. It seems that EMOST treatments may transiently potentiate functional redox processes.

However, we have started a large-scale, controlled testing of EMOST treatments (with forty subjects and with sham exposed controls) regarding its effectiveness on serum parameters and electrocardiogram. We hope that we can report the results in the near future.
## Testing and results of an EMOST treatment

### Results:

| Model | Creatin | Chlor | Alt | Asp | GGT | ALP | AST | ALT | LDH | SDH | RDH | LDH | SDH | RDH | LPH | SDPH | RDPH | MCH | MCHC |
|-------|---------|-------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| OES-A | 120.0   | 112.9 | 123.0 | 119.0 | 114.0 | 17.9 | 40.0 | 11.9 | 87.0 | 14.0 | 42.0 | 90.0 | 44.0 | 44.0 | 71.0 | 42.0 | 50.0 | 11.0 | 11.0 |
| OES-B | 120.0   | 112.9 | 123.0 | 119.0 | 114.0 | 17.9 | 40.0 | 11.9 | 87.0 | 14.0 | 42.0 | 90.0 | 44.0 | 44.0 | 71.0 | 42.0 | 50.0 | 11.0 | 11.0 |

### Changing in Creatin
![Changing in Creatin](chart)

### Changing in Chloride
![Changing in Chloride](chart)

### Changing in Albumin
![Changing in Albumin](chart)
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István Bókkon Ph.D.
Attila Erdőfi-Szabó Ph.D
Dr., Sci-Med. Attila Till MD.

EMOST™
biolabor-med.com
СОГЛАШЕНИЕ
О НАУЧНО-ТЕХНИЧЕСКОМ СОТРУДНИЧЕСТВЕ

г. Обнинск
г. Будапешт

«25» ноября 2012 г.

Федеральное государственное бюджетное учреждение Медицинский радиологический научный центр МЗ РФ, в лице Цыба Анатолия Федоровича, директора ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ, действующего на основании Устава Центра, ООО «НИПП «Медирибор»», в лице генерального директора Березнера Александра Львовича, действующая на основании Устава и компании BioLabor Biofizikai Kft, в лице генерального директора Dr. Attila Erdoфи-Szabo Ph.D, действующая на основании Устава, именуемые в дальнейшем «УЧАСТНИКИ», заключили настоящий договор о нижеследующем:

1. ПРЕДМЕТ ДОГОВОРА
1.1. Участники договорились провести в 2012-2013 годах на совместной основе без взаимных финансовых обязательств научно-исследовательскую работу по теме: «Разработка научного обоснования эффективных схем применения в терапевтической практике аппарата «EMOST Redox 1.1»
1.2. Научно-техническое сотрудничество, предусмотршее в п. 1.1, будет осуществляться в соответствии с прилагаемым к настоящему договору календарным планом проведения совместных экспериментальных исследований на лабораторных животных (мыши и крысы) по совместному протоколу, рассмотренному на заседании Ученого Совета ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ, утвержденным руководителями учреждений и одобренным локальными этическими комитетами учреждений.
1.3. В процессе выполнения совместной научно-исследовательской работы ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ принимает на себя следующие обязательства:
- принять участие в проведении совместных предклинических испытаний на экспериментальных моделях стимуляции регенеративных и репаративных процессов с изучением эффектов на уровне мезенхимальных и гемопоэтических стволовых клеток (постановка опытов на животных и участие в анализе материала) и разработке на этой основе эффективных схем применения в терапевтической практике аппарата «EMOST Redox 1.1»;
- в случае получения положительных результатов в работах по пункту 1.3. данного соглашения, разработать схему дальнейших экспериментальных исследований по оценке эффективности воздействия на различных моделях заболеваний человека и по оценке безопасности применения в медицинской практике аппарата «EMOST Redox 1.1».

1.4. В процессе выполнения совместной научно-исследовательской работы компании BioLabor Biofizikai Kft, принимает на себя следующие обязательства:
- передать на период проведения совместных исследований в ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ аппарат «EMOST Redox 1.1»;
- пригласить на одну неделю сотрудника ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ для ознакомления с работой аппарата «EMOST Redox 1.1». с оплатой всех расходов по его командировке и пребыванию в Венгрии;
- в случае получения положительных результатов в работах по пункту 1.3. данного соглашения, заключить новое соглашение с ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ по проведению дальнейших экспериментальных исследований по оценке эффективности воздействия на различных моделях заболеваний человека и по оценке безопасности применения в медицинской практике аппарата «EMOST Redox 1.1», необходимые для регистрации прибора как допущенного для медицинского применения в РФ и для получения разрешений более широкого
применения разработанных новых медицинских технологий основанных на его применении.

1.5. Координационные действия между ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ и компанией BioLabor Biofizikai Kft возлагаются на ООО «НПП «Медприбор»».

1.6. Совместная научно-исследовательская работа будет выполняться в течение одного года от момента подписания данного договора и будет завершена написанием совместного отчета, который может быть использован участниками договора для планирования дальнейших работ в плане внедрения новой медицинской аппаратуры в лечебную практику.

1.7. Публикация результатов проведенной научно-исследовательской работы проводится по согласованию сторон. В случае получения патентоспособных решений ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ, BioLabor Biofizikai Kft и ООО «НПП «Медприбор» имеют равные права на защиту их патентом и последующее практическое использование.

2. Соглашение составлено в 3-х равнозначных экземплярах, по 1-ому экземпляру — каждой стороне.

3. СРОК ДЕЙСТВИЯ ДОГОВОРА И ЮРИДИЧЕСКИЕ АДРЕСА СТОРОН

3.1. Срок действия договора:
начало «__» ноября 2012 г.
окончание «31» декабря 2013 г.

3.2. Юридические адреса сторон:

Федеральное государственное бюджетное учреждение Медицинский radiologicheskiy научный центр МЗ РФ. Адрес: 249036, Обнинск, Калужской обл., ул. Королева, 4


[Подпись]
Общество с ограниченной ответственностью «Научно-производственное предприятие «МЕДПРИБОР». Адрес: 249034, Калужская обл., г. Обнинск, пр. Ленина, д. 152, офис 54.

Неотъемлемой частью договора является следующее приложение:

I. Календарный план проведения совместных экспериментальных исследований на лабораторных животных (мыши и крысы) по совместному протоколу

Директор
ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ, академик РАМН
А.Ф. Цыб

Генеральный директор
ООО «НПП «Медприбор»
А.Л. Жерезнер

Директор
BioLabor Biofizikai Kft:
Dr. Attila Erdofi-Szabo Ph.D
### КАЛЕНДАРНЫЙ ПЛАН

проведения работ по соглашению между Федеральным государственным бюджетным учреждением Медицинский радиологический научный центр МЗ РФ и компанией BioLabor Biofizikai Kft,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№№ пп.</th>
<th>Наименование этапов</th>
<th>Чем заканчивается этап</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Передача в ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ РФ аппарата «EMOST Redox 1.1» и командировки специалиста МРНЦ в Будапешт для ознакомления с работой на данном аппарате</td>
<td>Акт передачи прибора 15.12.2012 г.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Проведении совместных предклинических испытаний на экспериментальных моделях стимуляции регенеративных и репаративных процессов с изучением эффектов на уровне гемопоэтических стволовых клеток</td>
<td>Промежуточный отчет 01.07.2013 г.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Поведении совместных предклинических испытаний на экспериментальных моделях стимуляции регенеративных и репаративных процессов с изучением эффектов на уровне мезенхимальных и стволовых клеток</td>
<td>Заключительный отчет 31.12.2013 г.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>п/п</td>
<td>Ф.И.О</td>
<td>Место работы</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Цыб Анатолий Федорович</td>
<td>Академик, Директор ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cüb Anatolij Fjodorovics</td>
<td>Akadémikus, az Orosz Föderáció Egészségügyi Minisztériuma állami finanszírozású intézményének, az Orvosi Radiológiai Tudományos Központnak az igazgatója</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Каплан Михаил Александрович</td>
<td>Профессор, Зав. отд. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaplan Mihail Alekszandrovcics</td>
<td>professzor, az Orosz Föderáció Egészségügyi Minisztériuma állami finanszírozású intézményének, az Orvosi Radiológiai Tudományos Központnak az osztályvezetője</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Коноплянников Анатолий Георгиевич</td>
<td>Профессор, Зав. отд. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Konopljannyikov Anatolij Georgievics</td>
<td>professzor, az Orosz Föderáció Egészségügyi Minisztériuma állami finanszírozású intézményének, az Orvosi Radiológiai Tudományos Központnak az osztályvezetője</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Пахоменко Константин Валентинович</td>
<td>К.м.н., Зав. отд. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pahomenko Konsztantyin Valentyinovics</td>
<td>az orvostudományok kandidátusa, az Orosz Föderáció Egészségügyi Minisztériuma állami finanszírozású intézményének, az Orvosi Radiológiai Tudományos Központnak az osztályvezetője</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Крылов Валерий Васильевич</td>
<td>Д.м. н., Зав. отд. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krilov Valerij Vasiljevics</td>
<td>az orvostudományok kandidátusa, az Orosz Föderáció Egészségügyi Minisztériuma állami finanszírozású intézményének, az Orvosi Radiológiai Tudományos Központnak az osztályvezetője</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Гусева Зинаида Александровна</td>
<td>Зав. отд. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guszeva Zinaida Alekszandrovnna</td>
<td>az Orosz Föderáció Egészségügyi Minisztériuma állami finanszírozású intézményének, az Orvosi Radiológiai Tudományos Központnak az osztályvezetője</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Курпешев Оразахмет Керимбаевич</td>
<td>Зав. отд. ФГБУ МРНЦ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Список сотрудников и приглашенных на презентацию прибора «EMOST Redox 1.1» Венгрия
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Фамилия, Имя Отчество</th>
<th>Звание, должность, организация</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kurpesev Orazahmet Kerimbajevics</td>
<td>Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
<td>аз Oрос Föderáció Egészségügyi Miniszteriuma állami finanszirozású intézményének, az Orvosi Radiológiai Tudományos Központnak az osztályvezetője</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Romanko Юрий Сергеевич</td>
<td>Д.м.н., зав. НОО ФГБУ МРНЦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Tkachenko Нина Павловна</td>
<td>В.н.с. ФГБУ МРНЦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Жаворонков Леонид Петрович</td>
<td>Зав. лаб. ФГБУ МРНЦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Петин Владислав Георгиевич</td>
<td>Зав. лаб. ФГБУ МРНЦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Филимонова Марина Владимировна</td>
<td>Зав. лаб. ФГБУ МРНЦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Ярославцева-Исаева Елена Викторовна</td>
<td>Н.с. ФГБУ МРНЦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Капинус Виктория Николаевна</td>
<td>Врач ФГБУ МРНЦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Neamțul</td>
<td>Numele și Prenumele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Обору́ль О́льга́ Валенти́новна</td>
<td>Borgul Olga Valentyinovna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Мальгина́ Анто́нина́ Ивановна</td>
<td>Maligina Antonyina Ivanovna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Михайловская́ Анастаси́я Алекса́ндровна</td>
<td>Mihajlovskaja Anasztaszija Alekszandrovna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Нестайко́ Татьяна́ Олеговна</td>
<td>Nyesztajko Tatjana Olegovna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Боловин Лев Михайлович</td>
<td>Bolovin Lev Mihajlovics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Спи́ченкова́ Ирина́ Сергеевна</td>
<td>Szpicsenkova Irina Szergejevna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Ключ Валерий́ Ефимович</td>
<td>Kljucs Valerij Jefimovics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Elnevezés</td>
<td>Tulajdonos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Matveeva Iraida Aleksseevna</td>
<td>В.н.с. НОО ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Szeleva Natalja Georgievna</td>
<td>В.н.с. НОО ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Csapajeva Nyina Alekszandrovna</td>
<td>Вед. программист НОО ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Березовская Инна Анатольевна</td>
<td>Веду. Инженер.НОО ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Лопатин Валерий Филиппович</td>
<td>В.н.с. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Березнер Александр Львович</td>
<td>Зам.ген.директора ООО «Фита-Фарм»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Ширяев Вячеслав Михайлович</td>
<td>Нач.отд. ГРУ «Надежда»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Лепехина Любовь Александровна</td>
<td>В.н.с. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Кальсина Сагида Шагитовна</td>
<td>С.н.с. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Штейн Людмила Викторовна</td>
<td>В.н.с. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Кучеренко Надежда Георгиевна</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kucserenko Nahgyézsda Georgijevna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>С.н.с. ФГБУ МРНЦ Минздравсоцразвития России</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

тудоманный фоёнратиар, аз Орос 
Фёдераши Егэшгёгыйи Министэритум 
аалми финаншшоноуду интэемэнэ, Орвоси 
Радиологияи Тудоманный Кёзпонт
ПРОЕКТ ПЛАНА

экспериментальных исследований по EMOST- терапии в ФГБУ МРНЦ МЗ России

1. Изучение возможного влияния EMOST- терапии на содержание и пролиферативную активность костномозговых мезенхимальных стволовых клеток (МСК) крыс линии Вистар в различные сроки после одноразового и курсового воздействия (взятие костного мозга для культивирования МСК через 1 час, 1, 3 и 7 суток после проведения воздействия у контрольных и подопытных животных).

2. Изучение возможного влияния EMOST- терапии на модели хронической травмы спинного мозга крыс линии Вистар по морфологической картине регенерации поврежденных тканей мозга, а также по измененным поведенческим реакциям и биологической активности (морфология нервной ткани через 4 недели после нанесения травмы, физиологические тесты через 1 и 3 месяца после наложения травмы у контрольных и подопытных животных).

3. Изучение в опытах на крысах линии Вистар возможного влияния травм EMOST-терапии на модели индуцированной введением дексаметазона кардиомиопатии (морфологический анализ и показатели ЭКГ у крыс через 1 и 2 месяца после травмы животных у контрольных и подопытных групп).

4. Изучение на модели индуцированного острого диабета крыс линии Вистар влияние EMOST- терапии на заживление кожных и костных ран (оперативное удаление стопы в сроки развития острого диабета, морфология тканей до момента заживления ран).

5. Изучение возможного влияния EMOST- терапии на модели индуцированного введением дексаметазона острого и хронического коза крыс линии Вистар (динамика изменения морфологии печени, данные о важности крыс в течение 2-х месяцев после проведения терапии, изменения массы тела и морфология печени, данные о химическом и морфологическом анализе перитонеальной микрофлоры крыс).

6. Изучение на модели индуцированного введением липополисахарида E. Coli сепсиса крыс линии Вистар морфологической картины повреждения и регенерации почечной ткани (морфологический анализ через 1 месяц после завершения одноразового и курсового воздействия влияния EMOST- терапии).

7. Изучение возможного влияния EMOST- терапии на продукцию хромосомных aberrаций в клетках костного мозга клеток необлученных и облученных в дозах 0,5 и 1,0 Гр крыс линии Вистар (подсчет aberrаций в препаратах, полученных через 24 часа после воздействия ионизирующей радиации).

8. Изучение возможного влияния EMOST- терапии на рост перенимаемой опухоли M1 у белых кишечных крыс по тестам длительности роста, срокам гибели и морфологической картине опухоли.

28.01.2013

Руководитель отделения клеточной и экспериментальной лучевой терапии
ФГБУ МРНЦ, дпн, профессор

А.Г. Конопляников
1 (1) Костномозговые мезенхимальные стволовые клетки
   1. утром: 92, 407, 530, 245, 211, 308, 210
   2. после обеда: 512, 60, 527, 535, 242, 99, 102, 128

2 (3) кардиомиодистрофия
   1) 1. день: 92, 341, 191, 308, 192, 339, 359, 512
   2) 2. день: 93, 190, 492, 191, 193, 359, 309, 508
   3) 3. день: 492, 509, 190, 339, 57, 530, 60, 223

3 (7) хромосомные аберрации в клетках костного мозга после облучения, 0,5-1 GR
   1. утром: 92, 407, 245, 530, 211, 308, 210
   2. после обеда: 512, 60, 527, 535, 222, 128

4 (4) индуцированный острый диабет, заживление кожных и костных ран, оперативное удаление стопы
   1) 1. день: 92, 407, 369, 60, 323, 93, 363, 324, 461
   2) после обеда: 94, 221, 339, 212, 530, 535, 223, 432.
   3) 2. день: 95, 363, 64, 539, 221, 339, 462, 128, 515.
   4) З.день: 512, 36, 536, 40, 370
   5) 4. день: 322, 226, 103, 350, 52
   6) 5. день: 530, 212, 221, 339, 456, 512.

5 (6) ткани почек после введения E-COLI,
   1) утром: 92, 407, 530, 211, 322, 212, 252, 210
   2) после обеда: 512, 60, 527, 535, 242, 99, 102, 128

6 (8) опухоль типа M1
   1) утром: 92, 512, 508, 470 t, 37, 462, 60, 335,
   2) после обеда: 93, 509, 339, 456, 471, 463, 336, 211, 323
   3) 2. день: 527, 472 t, 37, 473 t, 492, 535, 509
   4) 3. день: 94, 462, 474, 475, 221, 339, 476, 510

7 (2) травма мозга
   1) утром: 407, 92, 64, 223, 73, 323, 368, 512
   2) после обеда: 508, 369, 324, 530, 325, 60, 260.
   3) 2. день: 93, 73, 323, 111, 218, 219, 223, 339, 84,

8 (5) колитис
   1) 1. день: 92, 170, 530, 300, 436, 77, 78, 112, 221, 339
   2) 2. день: 341, 512, 234, 212, 237, 112, 360, 130, 113, 508
   3) 3. день: 93, 341, 77, 240, 78, 112, 300, 130

29.01.2013., Обнинск, Россия
СОТРУДНИЧЕСТВО С ВЕНГРИЕЙ: ПЕРВЫЕ ШАГИ

Ритмы эти обусловлены слабыми электромагнитными колебаниями, которые излучает живой организм. Каждый орган, клетка имеет свой собственный спектр колебаний. При нормально функционирующих организме эти колебания синхронизированы подобно тому, как инструменты в оркестре играют слаженно, подчиняясь дирижеру-плюнге. При патологии синхронность нарушается, как при отсутствии дирижера в оркестре начинается разлад. Чтобы восстановить синхронность, нужен дирижер. Таким дирижером выступает прибор, разработанный в Венгрии профессором Аттила Эрдэфи-Сабо.

Свою презентацию доктор Аттила Эрдэфи-Сабо начал с музыки, заученной с компьютера. Разные инструменты воспроизводили одну ноту с общей гармонией в одном ритме. Ритм — вот ключевое понятие. Всё живое на Земле подчиняется определенным ритмам, так же, как в каждом организме есть свои собственные ритмы, все процессы функционирования клеток, тканей, органов происходит синхронно.

Тем не менее, наша медицина приспосабливается, прежде чем внедрять новые методы. Во время презентации возникло множество вопросов к докладчику. Например, профессора Анатолия Кондакова интересовало, проводились ли испытания метода на животных. Оказалось, что нет. И в ходе научной дискуссии было доказано, что методы исследования, используя музыкально-музыкальную базу МРЦ и опыт специалистов Центра в изучении последствий различных видов излучений, а в том числе, электромагнитных, на организм человека на точечном уровне.

Перед началом презентации был поднят вопрос профессором Аттила Эрдэфи-Сабо о предыдущих его выездах в МРЦ и дальнейших планах.

— Мы можем начать сотрудничество с Венгрией, - сказал он, — и считаем Большой честью, что смогли с ним познакомиться и сделать сегодняшнюю презентацию. Содействовал нам в этой встрече господин Березер Александрович Львович. Но все это стало возможным благодаря директору Института, академику Анатолию Федоровичу Цубу.

В какой-то степени находится Ваше сотрудничество с МРЦ?

— Конкретные шаги по научному сотрудничеству с Центром только начинаются, фактически началом служит наведенный визит. Где-то полгода назад в Будапеште мы впервые встретились с представителем МРЦ, кандидатом медицинских наук Константином Зеленским. У нас много общего. А сегодня я рад возможности встретиться с сотрудниками МРЦ.

— В чем для Вас интерес сотрудничества?

— Мы разрабатываем новый метод и хотели бы поделиться им с коллегами из Медицинского радиологического научного центра, считающегося ведущим в мире.

В заключение наши собеседники высказались о важности увеличения числа исследовательских проектов на региональном уровне и о возможности дальнейшего сотрудничества в области научных исследований и разработок в области медицинских технологий.
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PROLOGUE

⚠️ The body refreshes itself every day: you go to bed tired in the evening, and then you get up in the morning "recovered", IE even from the most exhausted state you get much better by "something" while energy was not taken. How does it happens? We deal with this neuro-vegetative process.

Dr. Attila Erdőfi-Szabó Ph.D., Chairman

If it seems that traditional and alternative methods are inefficient for healing, and even the natural healing procedures and dietary supplements fail, you should pay attention to the initial phase of a natural regeneration, your self-healing ability, or the lack thereof.

Several studies showed that the extremely low frequency and electromagnetic fields affect the passing of the neuronal action potential and can mimic the effects of the synaptic neurotransmitters. Although the extremely low frequency and electromagnetic fields can only create micro-volt size changes in the neuronal membrane potential, as a result of the signal mounting processes this can significantly influence the passing of the physiological action potential.

The computer-based method we apply in BioLabor, which regulates the patient’s own control processes, was developed in house. It has helped over forty thousand people over a five-year period. It is based on natural self-regeneration, the improvement of the body's self-healing ability through cellular electro chemical balancing.

We use the human body's own, natural, electro- and electromagnetic impulses (similarly to ECG and EEG signals) which belong to the person's various biological processes. Our unique signal processing method is able to keep up with the pace of biological events, and instead randomly selecting certain moments, it can parallel and continually refine the body's self-regulation.

The Electromagnetic-Own-Signal-Treatment (the EMOST™ method) indicates the systematic diversion (extra-sense detection) and thematic recirculation of extremely low intensity, electric- and electromagnetic radiation that is based on the recorded natural, non-linear bioelectric and bio-electromagnetic signals (may potentials) of subjects. It influences the natural self-checking processes (regulation/adaptation) and the balance control of the electro-chemical processes (modulation of free radicals and antioxidants, redox processes as well as neurotransmission, and potentials/action potentials status) via the electro-chemical processes of the impulses and cellular receptors and free nerve endings. The detected non-linear own signals are processed in analog manner, then selected and reflected on the skin's surface. The state-of-the-arts EMOST method helps adjust and regulate directly the basic physiological flows of the body, organs and cells.

The EMOST™ method can potentiate the cellular metabolism, detection and immune processes in a natural way through the electric- and electromagnetic signals coming from the body's own range. By doing that it helps the biochemical homeostasis to recover, and helps for the neurovegetative system in signal transmission and signal recognising.
The Company:

1. Scientific work, education, development of EMOST therapy

2. Clinical laboratory: serology, microbiology, tumourmarker etc., screening tests, electro-somatography

3. Factory medical services


5. 7/7 Customer service, operation (since 2005, close to 70 BioLabor Health Center in 13 counties, and close to 40,000 satisfied customers with the BioLabor EMOST method).
1. **Supplement: Definitions**

**a, Physical Concepts**

Atom: the smallest part of the chemical element that is not further divisible by chemical processes (MTA - Hungarian Science Academy’s Explanatory Dictionary). An atom is the smallest quantity in chemistry that still preserves the chemical characteristics of the element. Atoms therefore are the fundamental components of molecules and the material.

Electron: the negatively charged elementary particle of the atom that is orbiting the nucleus, the elementary particle of electricity (MTA Explanatory Dictionary). The electrons together with the nucleus form chemical particles, and are responsible for the chemical bonds.

Ions: ion is an atom, or a molecule (atom group), that has an electric charge. The negative charged ion, in other words anion is such an atom or a molecule that has a surplus of one or more electrons; cation on the other hand is a positive charged ion that has a deficiency of one or more electrons the same way as in the original particle. The process along which ions are created is called ionization.

Frequency: The number of periods per one second. Frequency, density. Hungarian Science Academy (MTA)

Periods: regularly recurring sections of a certain phenomenon. (MTA Explanatory Dictionary).

Frequency of an electronic wave: the number of waveforms of electrical signals repeated per one second.

Magnetism: the characteristic of certain materials, atoms, molecules where electrons moving in the same direction generate a magnetic field between the materials.

Electricity: A physical process in which electric charges, their movements and effects can be found.

Electric charge: it is the characteristic of certain subatomic particles (namely the electron’s and the proton’s) that gets in touch with the electromagnetic field and attractive and repulsive forces occur between them. It is the fundamental feature left over in a few basic elements, which determines the extent to which it participates in the electromagnetic interaction, one of the fundamental interactions. The electrically charged material creates an electromagnetic field and the external electromagnetic field influences its movements.

Electric field: it operates between two electric charges similar to gravity between two objects. An essential difference between the two things is that gravity affects all objects, while the electric field comes into being only among electrically charged objects, on the other hand the force of the electric charges can also be repulsive. The force magnitude is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the two charges, and is directly proportional to the size of the multiplied charges.

Electricity: it is the result of the flow of electrically charged particles. The particles can be positively or negatively charged. Examples for electricity can be the flow of electrons in metals (or in other conductive materials), or the power created in the electrolytes when charged ions flow in the liquid. The particles themselves are relatively slow physically, however, the electric field that creates the movement is practically moving at light speed.

Direct current (DC): when charged particles move only in a given direction.
Electromagnetic interaction: the physics of the electromagnetic field. The electromagnetic field is the field which fills up the entire space created by the electric and magnetic fields. While the electric field is the result of the charge causing static electricity (that creates electricity in an electric conductor), the magnetic field comes from the movements of the electric charge (like the current in a conductor) and is manifested in the magnetic force similar to the permanent magnets. The change of the magnetic field creates an electric field called electromagnetic induction.

Electromagnetic power: It is the effect of the electric field on the particles of an electric charge. This type of force is one of the four fundamental forces of nature. The other three are the following: 1) the strong nuclear force converging the nucleus, 2) the weak nuclear force responsible for certain types of radioactive decay 3) the gravitational force. All interactions (forces) between physical objects are the ultimate consequences of these 4 fundamental forces, however, the electromagnetic force is responsible for basically all the phenomena in our everyday lives, except for gravitation. All forces can be traced back to the electromagnetic force that affects the electrically charged protons and electrons of the atom. All chemical processes occur through the forces of the interactions of the electron's circulation.

Electromagnetic radiation: oscillating electric and magnetic field exceeding perpendicularly to each other that spreads in the space in the shape of a wave delivering energy and impulses with light speed. Its quantum are the photons. The electromagnetic radiation between the wavelength of 380 NM and 780 NM is visible to the human eye that’s why we call it visible light. All the electromagnetic radiation can be arranged according to frequency (wavelength, energy), that is when we can get the electromagnetic spectrum. The physics of the electromagnetic radiation is described by electrodynamics.

Band-path filter: such an electric circuit, which operates in the pre-determined frequency range of electricity.

The ranges of the applied band-path filters via EMOST: 1-10Hz, 10-100Hz, 100-1kHz, 1kHz-10kHz, 10kHz-100kHz, 100kHz-1MHz, as 1-1.000.000 signal/sec.

Wave: state changes of a system that is periodic in time and/or space, IE has regular intervals. Apart from the electromagnetic wave, waves spread in some kind of a medium. They deliver energy without the constant motion of the material of the medium to the direction of propagation, thus the wave delivers energy resulting from motion coming from a stabile point, but no mass.

Interference: a physical phenomenon that occurs if two coherent waves meet with different sources, IE waves whose phase difference is constant. As a result points come into being in space in which waves greatly strengthen each other, and also points in which waves greatly weaken each other (depending on what kind of phase difference the two waves arrive with at the individual points.
b, Biological definitions

Homeostasis: Physiological concept, the ability to adapt to the external and internal changing conditions of the living organisms by which they can ensure their relative biological stability. Under the dynamic permanence and stability of the internal conditions we mean the proper nutrition-supply, the necessary quantity and quality of the respiratory gases, thermoregulation, the proper quantity and quality of the body fluids, volume, ion composition, pH, temperature, osmotic pressure, and the presence of all the protection modes, and the proper operation of all these. These components are ensured by the self-sustaining living organisms with the help of the hormonal and nervous system, collectively known as self-regulating operations.

Potentiation: The process of assisting the establishment of homeostasis.

Receptor: the organism or cells of the nervous system developed to collect stimuli. (MTA Explanatory Dictionary).

Free-radicals: Chemically very reactive atoms and molecules, which serve dominant signal roles in the physiological and pathological condition of the body. Free radicals are atoms or molecules that contain an unpaired electron on their external shells (having magnetic momentum), tend to form pairs and absorb more electrons from other molecules.

Signal process: It is a reflexive process based on stimulus perception and stimulus creation, under which we mean the organization and the operation of the subsystems, and the organization of the sub-systems with each other. This retrospective process is completed in atomic, molecular, cellular, electric- electromagnetic and electro-chemical ways in which the stimulus detection and the stimulus triggering have also a stimulus transmitting role.

Self regulation: it is a continuous regulation based on the control of the operations and the signal processes in order to have an overall homeostasis of the organization.

2. Bio-electrochemical knowledge to get a better understanding of the EMOST effects

"The cell membrane and its environment cannot be considered to be a balanced, closed system and the behavior of the individual ions are not independent. In resting position there is an ion flow maintained by constant electrochemical potential drops between the two sides of the cell membrane in a way that each ionic current density compensates one another. The ion concentration difference is constant between the outer and inner space, which is possible to maintain only with the help of the opposite direction active transport, i.e. operating the Na + / K + pump. The process continues until the ionic current created by the electric field is balanced with the diffusion current of the opposite direction.

An electric double layer is formed at the time of the dynamic balance so that the electric field and the opposite charge flows caused by the concentration differences can keep the balance with one another. „On the way” to the balance every state equals to a quasi-state characterized by the electrical neutrality of both sides - one by one - and also the temporary state between the distribution of the concentration and the ionic current.
This balance is temporary, because it is true that the sum of the ionic currents is zero, but this is not fulfilled in the flow of certain ions one by one. Therefore the ion distribution changes over involving a change in the diffusion potential (Medical Biophysics, 3rd edition, p. 290, Medicina Publishing House).

We can further increase or decrease the resting membrane potential in a regulated way with the direction of the power (in absolute terms). The membrane gets hyperpolarized or depolarized accordingly. Regardless of the current direction, under the threshold response signals are obtained that are proportional with the power of the effect.

Above the threshold - in case of a depolarizing effect, the nature of the response sign is different from the previous one, and its size is independent from the fact of how much the inducing effect exceeds the threshold. This is the typical response of the so-called "Action potential" which characterizes the cell membrane excitability. (Medical Biophysics, 3rd edition, p. 290, Medicina Publishing House).

If the charge carried by the depolarizing currents (i.e. the proportional rate of the depolarization expressed in mV –s) exceeds a certain threshold, the depolarization becomes independent of the size of the current pulse. The resulting voltage signal with ms duration is the action potential, which circulates with constant amplitude in the nerve or muscle fibers. The typical stages of the action potential during its course can be well-separated (Medical Biophysics. 3rd edition, p. 294 III.34a. Fig.)

The voltage change during the action potential in the function of time and the change of the status of the voltage-sensitive ion channels in each section

1. Opening of Na⁺ -channels
2. Opening of K⁺ channels
3. Inactivating some of the Na⁺ channels
4. Further outflow of K⁺, total closing of Na⁺ channels
5. Closing of K⁺ channels
The electric model of the cell membrane (Medical Biophysics. 3rd edition, p. 292 III.32. Fig.)

**Extra-cellular space**

![Diagram of the electric model of the cell membrane](image)

**Intra-cellular space**

1. Lipid double layer: capacity
2. Ion channel: resistance

The electric model of the membrane. The membrane can be described with transverse resistance ($R_{Na^+}$, $R_{Cl^-}$, $R_K$), with capacity ($C_m$) and with electric power ($U_{0Na^+}$, $U_{0Cl^-}$, $U_{0K}$).

The further improvement of the electric model of the cell membrane to interpret the effects of the pulse to the membrane (Medical Biophysics. 3rd edition, p. 293. III.32. Fig.).

**Extra-cellular space**

![Diagram of the improved electric model of the cell membrane](image)

**Intra-cellular space**
The electric model modified by Hodgkin, which regards the specific changing conductivity of the ion channels as opposed to the constant Rm (Medical Biophysics. 3rd edition, p. 295. III.35. Fig.).

**Extra-cellular space**

![Diagram of extra-cellular space]

**Intra-cellular space**

In the course of the stimulated state, the permeability of the membrane changes with regard to Na + and K + ions for consideration of individual ions (Medical Biophysics. 3rd edition, p. 294 III.34b. Fig.).

The typical changes of the specific conductivity of the voltage-sensitive Na + and K + channels during the action potential

During the membrane depolarization we arrive at a critical depolarizing value, when the voltage-controlled Na + channels begin to open. The increased Na + permeability constant shifts the membrane potential value toward the equilibrium potential of the appropriate distribution of the Na +, in accordance with the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation leading to further depolarization. As a result, large amounts of Na + ions flow towards the intracellular space in accordance with the concentration drop. The presence of Na + ions shifts the negative potential of the intracellular space toward zero, therefore, the depolarization increases.
This Hodgkin-cycle is a typical example of a positive feedback when a change in the system’s operation reacts to the system itself in a way that it increases the primary change rate. The cell next to the fully open Na+ channels would travel toward the so-called "resting" state if the open state of the channels was a stable conformation. However, it does not occur as the Na+ channels are automatically deactivated. In an inactive state, the channels do not hold the stimulus threshold of the cells, which is infinitely large, and the cell cannot be irritated in such a refractory state.

The K+ channels are created by the depolarization by opening the Na+ channels, however, these channels begin to operate with a delay compared to the Na+ channels. In such circumstances, the Na+ permeability reduces even more while the K+ permeability increases. The active pump pumps K+ ions into the cell, and pumps Na+ ions out of the cell. As a result of all these processes the original resting state returns and due to delayed closure of the K+ channels a transient hyper-polarization occurs. The mechanism, which restores the resting potential, functions on the basis of the principle of negative feedback. After the closure of the K+ channels, the Na+ channels get into a simple closed state from an inactivated state. In this state, the cell can be irritated again, but its stimulus threshold is higher than at rest (relative refractory phase) (Medical Biophysics. 3rd edition, p.295, 296).

If the Na+ channels open as a result of the depolarization in a definite part of the cell membrane, then the action potential is developed. As the cell membrane is surrounded on both sides by the principal electrolyte, the local electro gradient changes and spreads to all directions. The amplitude of the changes decreases rapidly as the distance increases due to the resistance of the medium during its spread, so we could expect that the action potential is a local phenomenon induced in a well-defined place (i.e. it is greatly diminishing during expansion). If that was really the case, the action potential would be inadequate to help the information flow between the remote parts of the body. In fact, the action potential can spread along the membranes of the neurons (including the axon membrane as well) without any weakening. The required strengthening ("relay station features") is provided by the opening of the voltage-controlled Na+ channels. Depolarization might occur according to the rules of exponential decay (see III/4.3.2.) controlled by the space-constant in the adjacent regions of the place of the action potential.

This depolarization can reach such an extent in the close regions compared with the 90mV potential at rest, that the value of the membrane potential can reach -30-40 mV (depolarization threshold). This value is sufficient to open the voltage-controlled Na+ channels. Given that the closing of the Na+ channels is followed by a 1 ms long inactivated state, during which the channels are not able to be opened, the action potential spreads in one direction only (not "backwards"!). As a result of the cessation of the refractory state, the depolarization wave is at a distance that its effect does not reach the stimulation threshold. In case of irritable mammalian cells, the velocity of the action potential can drop between 1 m/s and 30 m/s (Medical Biophysics. 3rd edition, p.296, 297).
Sense organs are such units of the body, which collect information from the outside world, as well as information from the inner state of the body, and convey this information to the central nervous system. Information is collected by millions of microscopic structures, called receptor cells. These can be found in almost every part of the body, in the skin, in the muscles, in the joints, in the inner organs, in the walls of the blood vessels, and in the specific sense organs, like the eye or the inner ear. Receptors are generally "specialized" to a specific stimulus effect, i.e. a certain wavelength range of the light, molecules of defined shapes, vibration or even temperature. In a stimulated state, the neuron connected to the receptor cell begins to "burn", i.e. electrical impulses and a series of action potentials are generated. The nerve fiber transmits the information in the way described above to the spinal marrow and also to the brain. Most of the action potential series gets to a special part of the cerebral cortex through metastases, where certain stimuli can be found separately in different places. The final processing of the information is the responsibility of the associative cortical areas (Medical Biophysics book. 3rd edition, p.301, 302.).

The receptors found in the skin can be considered analogue signal converters, which transform the sensed stimulus into an electro signal, a change in the membrane-potential. It is the so-called receptor- or generator potential. The receptor nerve transforms the stimuli over the threshold into a series of action potentials, the frequency of which is the function of the receptor potential. This "frequency-coded" pulse-sequence runs along the axon until it reaches the sensory center of the cortex (Medical Biophysics 3rd Edition, p. 303).
The EMOST™ method influences the subject's basic electrochemical, physiological processes by conducting, selecting, expanding, transmitting and redirecting the subject’s own, different signal density potential and action potential.

The conducted action potentials buried in noise with different signal density (signal density/sec, means frequency) are supplemented by their amplified / attenuated (-20 dB, 60 dB) and harmonic (5 MHz) versions (further enhanced potency) and then they get re-circulated on the skin surface in a thematic way. If the stimulus is below the stimulation threshold or the relative threshold is high, or sensitivity to stimuli is decreased, the stimulus is not able to elicit action potential and the stimulus remains without reaction.

The recirculation of the original and enhanced potential affects the opening frequency and the stimulus-sensitivity of the voltage-controlled Na + and K + channels. If the stimulus strength is sufficient (signal density, frequency), then the action potentials, which are thus not confined to the direct location of the stimulation but spread in the whole tissue, get to the spinal cord through metastasis, or to the cortical association areas where certain stimuli are formed separately, then they get processed.

The nerve impulse (pulse, action potentials), the electro-negativity wave spreading from the initial part of the axon, moves rapidly along the surface of the membrane (axolemma). Stimulation alters the Na + ion permeability of the membrane and Na + ions flow in the axon. This transport consumes energy, which is provided by the adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The number of positive ions on the outer surface of the axolemma rapidly decreases to zero. As a result the membrane potential drops to zero too, i.e. it gets depolarized. A typical resting potential is -80 mV in a way that the surface of the outer membrane is electro-positive compared to the internal surface; the action potential is about +40 mV in a way that the outer surface of the membrane is electro-negative compared to the inner surface.

The action potential in the thinner axons may be less than 40 mV. The negatively charged part of the outer surface of the axolemma affects the adjacent positively charged part of the axolemma as a stimulus, and the adjacent action potential at rest transforms into action potential in less than 1 ms. In this way, the action potential passes along the nerve fibers, exactly to their end. As the action potential moves along the nerve fibers (axons, dendrites), the entry of Na + ions into the axona ceases and the axolemma permeability relative to K + ions increases. Then K + ions flow to the outer surface of the axolemma, so the resting membrane potential is restored.

The discharge begins on the axon hill, then through the axon, reaching the end of it as it arrives in a synapse, where it leads to the creation of new neurotransmitter molecules and by contacting the dendrites of the neighboring cells it can induce their filling. This process continues until the stimulus reaches a specific cell (such as a muscle moving cell in case of an efferent signal sequence).
The electrical signal is conducted through the cell body and the axon strings. Insulation is produced by special glial cells (Schwann cells) covering the axon. In case of the central nervous system the oligodendrocytes produce the insulation and they do the maintenance as well. The conducting consists of a series of discharges of the pieces after they are fully charged. The charge transfer takes place from gap to gap with a series of bounces, through the so-called saltatorical conducting. (Thus, if the original potential is not high enough, or there is a large loss due to the failure of insulation, then the signal or instruction is not received, which causes a disease of the body, e.g. Amyotrophy lateralsclerosis).

After a nerve stimulus passes the nerve fiber while the axolemma is depolarized, a second stimulus, even if it is strong will not be able to generate a stimulus in the nerve (refractory period). The neurons of the nervous system form a functional conducting field while connected to each other. Where two neurons are in close proximity and a functional relationship appears between them, a synapse is created. A chemical neurotransmitter is released on the presynaptic membrane of the synapse, through which the synaptic gap connects to the specific receptors of the postsynaptic membrane, and stimulates (or prevents) the next neuron (dendrite) and creates a stimulus shift at the effector endings of the peripheral nervous system.

All the neurotransmitters playing the role of opening and closing channels of the neuron wall have different effects and characteristics. The catalyst, stimulating ones, such as acetylcholine, the ones with glutamate and serotonin compounds mostly effect the state of the Na+, K+ and Ca2+ cations’ channels; while the GABA and glycine compounds that are mainly blockers and inhibitors have an effect on the Cl-anion channel. The latter two play the main role in the neurons of the brain.

As an effect of the action potential, the content of the vesicles gets into the intracellular space, and activates the glutamatreceptors in the postsynaptic cell (e.g. NMDA-receptor). Glutamate is the anion of an amino acid, the Glutamic acid (abbreviated as Glu or E). It has a single, negative charge, it is stored in the vesicles, the presynaptic cell of the neural synapses, and it plays a crucial role in the removal of the nitrogen, it gets deaminated, and as a result an oxidative reaction is created, which is catalyzed by a glutamate dehydrogenase enzyme. Glutamate is the most common excitatory neurotransmitter in the nervous system. It is fundamental in the systematic responses to stress; therefore in its absence the body’s immune reactions are impaired. It plays a key role in many metabolic and immunological processes, also the most important energy source for rapidly dividing cells, such as the enterocytes, lymphocytes. It reduces the production of the inflammatory mediators and enhances that of the antiphlogistic ones, and it also enhances cellular immunity. In addition, it increases the barrier function of the intestinal tracks, and a major role is assumed in the process of learning and memory formation.

The nerve stimulus reaches the spinal cord through the afferent neurons. The afferent fibers form a synapses in the spinal cord, (for example) with the large alpha motor cells, - located in the anterior horns of the gray matter of the spinal cord, and the nerve stimulus spreads further along the efferent motor fibers, then it stimulates the work muscle fibers at the motor end plate (neuromuscular junction).
It is clear from the process -by natural interferences, how the recirculation of the original and enhanced potentials influences the stimulus sensitivity through the opening frequency of the voltage-controlled Na + and K + channels; and if the stimulus is strong enough (signal density and frequency), then how it influences the overall physiological processes by the action potential series.

Conclusion

The special analog signal processing of the EMOST™ equipment allows much more length of the detected electromagnetic and regenerated electromagnetic signal information than in the digital (signal loss, signal distortion) cases. The EMOST™ method seems to be able to potentiate cellular communication, the control processes and the operation of the biochemical homeostasis in a natural way by reflecting the electric- and electromagnetic impulses coming from the body's own range, all without the use of any artificial electric- and electromagnetic radiation, and the risks thereof.

On the basis of the experiments so far (see own Bibliography) one of the likely impacts of the EMOST™ method works through the potentiation and balancing of the bio-electro-chemical / redox processes and through intensifying the cellular communication.

EMOST – EM Own Signal Therapy
The biological basics

Visible light is one way energy uses to get around. Light waves are the result of vibrations of electric and magnetic fields, and are thus a form of electromagnetic (EM) radiation. Visible light is just one of many types of EM radiation, and occupies a very small range of the overall electromagnetic spectrum. We can, however, directly sense light with our own eyes, thus elevating the role of this narrow window in the EM spectrum because of its significance to us.

Light waves have wavelengths between about 400 and 700 nanometers (4000 and 7000 Å). Our eyes perceive different wavelengths of light as the rainbow hues of colors. Red light has relatively long waves, around 700 nm (10¹⁰ vibrations) long. Blue and purple light have short waves, around 400 nm. Shorter waves vibrate at higher frequencies and have higher energies. Red light has a frequency around 403 terahertz, while blue's frequency is closer to 750 terahertz. Red photons carry about 1.5 electron volts (eV) of energy, while each blue photon transmits about 3.1 eV.
A short introduction about EMOST™

Our method is called EMOST™ (Electromagnetic Own Signal Therapy)

The EMOST Redox 1.1 medical device

Well, what the very special features are of our EMOST™ method compared to numerous electromagnetic devices over the world. Diverse electromagnetic curing devices over the world employ various artificial electromagnetic signals that are mainly modulated with respect to the frequency or the amplitude.

Because it is impossible to investigate the whole range of artificial electromagnetic frequencies for therapeutic applications, it seemed reasonable for us to use non-linear own bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals from skin cells of patients for therapeutic applications, which can be much more effective than the diverse, artificial electromagnetic signals. Our EMOST™ system can detect and sense non-linear, bioelectromagnetic signals (may potentials) of the patient’s skin in extrasense range 1 to 1,000,000 signal/sec/mV.

Natural, non-linear signal (potential)  Synthesized (non-natural), linear signals

Non-linear own body bioelectromagnetic signals  Artificial electromagnetic signals
The collected bioelectromagnetic input signals from patients’ skin are processed by preprogrammed EMOST device. The patients are treated by preprogrammed signals of EMOST device (frequencies in the range of 1-1,000,000 signal/sec (Hz); intensity range between 1-10 micro Teslas, mV, via special extreme sense input/output flat electrode-antenne).

The next very special feature is of our EMOST™ method compared to many electromagnetic devices over the world that detected own bioelectromagnetic signals from skin are processed, inside EMOST device, via analogue manner (natural based, non-digitalized!), which are transmitted back via a special flat electrode through different (BioLabor know-how) band/signal combinations, with some amplification (-20dB-+60dB), to the skin’s surface on the opposite side, extended by the higher range (Fourier transformations) of the signal. The extended range natural based signals helps with interference for activity of potentials and action potentials. (See attached publications on CD)

The special analogous signal process of EMOST™ device makes it possible that the information content of detected and back-transmitted electromagnetic signal is much coherenced than in digitized cases, so helps for natural potentials to be in action potentials.

We should see that during various diseases, living cells not only demonstrate altered and impaired biochemical processes but also produce altered non-linear bioelectromagnetic complex patterns. Since each patient has a unique description concerning his/her own particular diseases, bioelectromagnetic own signals from skin cells of patients for therapeutic applications can be much more effective than the any diverse, artificial electromagnetic signals.
Our EMOST™ device can guarantee this specific method, because its output signals are based on the appurtenant bioelectromagnetic signals of the patients’ own living systems.

Over the last 6 years, in many cases, while pharmacologic treatments were ineffective, our EMOST application was able to help patients. In addition, we perform continuously various clinical experiments by EMOST™ devices and publish them in peer-reviewed scientific journals. Consequently, the EMOST™ is a state-of-the-arts scientific medical method in self-recovering.

Our scientific publications about EMOST

Effects of the EMOST on biochemical and physiological mechanisms
a) (the organs deep inside the body are being effected via the easily accessible surface of the skin, as a result of the cells’ internal and external bioelectrochemical processes)
b) the radiation in its natural range potentiates the subsystems of the body
c) helps the fine modulations in the central nervous system processes
d) affects the parasympathetic / sympathetic balance of the neurovegetative system
e) affects the cellular signal processes (potentials, action potentials)
f) affects the neuro-endocrin operation
g) facilitates hormonal control
h) helps the immune processes
i) affects the control of free radicals and the antioxidant level (redox processes)
j) affects the control of the acid-base balance (pH)
k) helps the homeostasis of the body in its natural range

Example about extremely low-intensity electromagnetic radiation induced bio-chemical processes in cells: electromagnetic radiation (exposition) → changes in the structures of the membrane receptor → activation of NADPH oxidase at plasma membrane → production of super oxide radicals O₂⁻ → activation of calcium Ca²⁺ channels and lipoxygenase → stimulation of the arachidonic acid cascade → peroxidated lipids → extension of intracellular signals.

Some relevant references:
- Simkó M. Cell type specific redox status is responsible for diverse electromagnetic field effects. Curr Med Chem 2007, 14: 1141-1152.
How output signals from EMOST device can reach to all parts of body

EMOST™ method can convey the detected and changed bioelectromagnetic patterns of effective cells to surrounding and other cells, which facilitates intercellular communication via biochemical processes, and helps in signal transmission and recognizing of neurovegetative system. Specifically, EMOST™ method can affect the length of cell membranes and the number and variety of membrane-bound receptors and signal transmission.

I. First signal way: Output signals from EMOST™ via a flat electrode can influence biochemical and redox processes of blood circulation of arterial and capillary systems under the skin thus output signals can reach to all parts of our body.

II. Second signal way: Output signals from EMOST™ via a flat electrode can influence terminal nerves and sensory receptor cells in the skin. Excited fibres of sensory skin receptor cells convey the EMOST™ induced signals to spinal nerves or cranial nerve, which can modify membrane and action potentials.

III. Third signal way: Output signals from EMOST™ via a flat electrode can influence immune system of skin. It is less known that there is twice as much T cells in our skin than in our circulation blood. However, according to latest scientific results, the skin works as a neuro-immuno-endocrine organ.

IV. Forth signal way: Output signals from EMOST™ via a flat electrode can influence terminal Merkel cells the skin, as a bipolar electro-accupuncture effect—with non-invasive. The Merkel cells modify the ATP activity. The ATP-activated sensory nerves also lead to modulation of the activity of brain-stem neurons controlling autonomic nervous system functions of gut, lung, urogenital, and cardiovascular systems—all of which have been treatment targets for traditional acupuncture procedures.
**Illustration:** Third signal way:
The skin as a neuroimmunoendocrine organ. Physiol Rev. 2006 86(4):1309-1379

**Illustration:** Fort singal way:
Signal leading to the release of ATP by skin keratinocytes (1). ATP binds to specific receptors located on sensory nerve endings in the skin known as P2X3 and P2X2/3 (2). The signaling message is then relayed via dorsal root ganglia to the spinal cord (3) and subsequently through interneuronal pathways (4) to the brain stem (5) which contains motor neurons that control the functions of gut, lung, heart, arteries and reproductive organs, and the signals also travel to signal centers in the cortex, delivering a message to inhibit flow (6).

http://the-scientist.com/2011/09/01/puncturing-the-myth

Figure source: Roosterman et al. Neuronal control of skin function:
The EMO\textsuperscript{O}ST\textsuperscript{R} process
transmitting the natural based extrem-low intensity analogue signals back in natural range

Transmitting back totality of signals
(may versions of potentials)

Detection of natural bioelectric and bioelectromagnetic signals

Used bands of detected signals
(may periods of potentials)

1. 1-10 signal/sec
2. 10-100 signal/sec
3. 100-1000 signal/sec
4. 1000-10000 signal/sec
5. 10000-100000 signal/sec
6. 100000-1000000 signal/sec

Indicatio:
combinations of signal-bands, variations of amplification and extension of variations

1. Band-pass
2. Amplification
   -20 dB, 60 dB
3. Expansion, and expansion of variations
   Fourier transform
   -14 dB to 5 MHz
   0.1 sec. – 102 sec

www.biolabor-med.com
Probably:

**Frontal lobe:** also involved in emotion, and in the ability to make plans, think creative, and combinations of synapses (from/to memories, experiences etc.)

**Amygdala:** evaluates sensory information, determining its importance, aggression, anxiety...

**Thalamus:** relay center, directs sensory messages (signaling testosterone immun function, apoptosis etc.)

**Hypothalamus:** responsible for regulating basic biological needs: temperature, thirst, hunger etc.

**EMOST™** recognizing and separating it's functional bioelectric signals in it's natural range: (from 1 Hz, potentials μV)

**EMOST™** makes slightly variations of amplification (from 1 Hz, potentials μV, from -20 dB to 60 dB) via analogue (non-linear, non-digitalized) mode, and makes expansion, slightly extension of functional signal variations via Fourier lines (-14 dB, 5 MHz)

**EMOST™ - the EM Own Signal therapy™** - then the variations and the original functional signal are returned through another free nerve ending zone, and helps for the neuro-vegetative system in signal transmission, signal recognizing and electro-chemical balancing.

**EMOST™ - the EM Own Signal therapy™** - the retransmitted own information helps re-coordinating of functional signal, and the retransmitted own functional signal energy has enough redundancy to overcome the dead point and to regain balance.
How often, how many treatments or what kind of treatments can be necessary by EMOST™ in a given disease.

As the medical intervention is done by the subject’s own functional signals, the body records the correction process, and can later reproduce it on its own (eh. immune-memory) may in years.

High-Tech and easy to use! The EMOST™ medical device is full self-acting and pre-programmed, just choose a treatment, than the unique device works (after seven years of testing and developing) automatically.
BioLabor EMOST® effectiveness according to our last years experiences

a) regular health maintenance in chronic cases
b) neurovegetative based diseases
c) neuro-endocrin and immunological diseases
d) fear, psychic stress related (mental) diseases, depression, lethargy
e) sleep disorders
f) central nervous system diseases, concentration, sensitivity etc.
g) cardiovascular diseases, arhythm
h) respiratory diseases, asthma
i) phantom limb pain rehabilitation, amputee rehabilitation
j) PTSD – Post Traumatic Stress Diseases rehabilitation
k) allowance of risks in implantation
l) skeleton and muscular-skeletal disorders
m) stomach and intestinal diseases, irritable intestine syndrome
n) skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders
o) genito-urinary problems
p) in case of injuries and fractions
q) in case of allergic diseases on the skin

Other clinical results:
Veins, phlebitis, vascular wall, varix, venectasia (8), wound healing (6), traumatic bone (3), cardiovascular parameters (1,2), spermium activity (10), sclerosis multiplex (15), pains (5,7,14), rheuma, rheumatic pain (7,12,17), osteochondral defects (13) hypertension (9), depression, feeling blue, lethargy, distress, psychiatric diseases (1,16,18,19), cronical tiredness (19), sleeping quality (1), fibromyalgia (11,7), brain alpha activity (1,2,5), opioid system (5), oedema, collagen (4).

ELECTROMAGNETIC OWN SIGNAL TREATMENT

2012


Some possible effects of low frequency and intensity electromagnetic fields on cellular processes
Mission

4-Future: Quality of sleeping, incontinency, asthmatic and allergic status, mood, hyperactivities

Clinical result: successful treatment of phantom pain (and sleeping, mood) by EMOST

Post traumatic stress treatment by EMOST (original pictures ↓) after flood in Felsőzsolca, Hungary

Better concentration, power, rehabilitation, well status after professional sport career

EMOST helps better coordination of muscles, psychical stability, vital capacity
Conclusion

The special analog signal processing of the EMOST™ equipment allows much more length of the detected electromagnetic and regenerated electromagnetic signal information than in the digital (signal loss, signal distortion) cases. The EMOST™ method seems to be able to potentiate cellular communication, the control processes and the operation of the biochemical homeostasis in a natural way by reflecting the electric- and electromagnetic impulses coming from the body's own range, all without the use of any artificial electric- and electromagnetic radiation, and the risks thereof.